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Abstract 

The effects of intentional inbreeding on the response to selection 

for a low-heritability quantitative character manifesting itself 

in one sex were studied using simulation and numerical methods. 

In simulation the character was determined by 32 or 108 loci with 

two alleles, whereas in the numerical models genetic change at a 

single locus was calculated. There were no epistatic interactions. 

In regard to the response to selection, various methods of in-

breeding with alternating random mating and full-sib mating peri-

ods were compared with random mating in ali generations. 

When there was between-family selection in the inbreeding 

periods of three generations and combined selection in the random-

mating periods of three or six generations, in populations of 1500 

the advantage of inbreeding in the response to selection of 30 

generations compared with random mating depended on the number of 

families selected to inbreed and on the effects of loci. For loci 

with large standardized effects the advantage of inbreeding was 

small, even in the case of a lot of families and high degrees of 

dominance. 
When there was random mating and full-sib mating in alter-

nate generations and phenotypic selection of females, in popula-

tions of 400 with a 50 % proportion selected the time saved due 

to inbreeding compared with random mating in reaching a given 

proportion of the maximum response was 10-20 %. For deterministic 

single-locus models the corresponding time saved was 20-40 %. 

The advantage of the inbreeding system in the rate of response 

was somewhat larger for weak selection than for stronger. In sim-

ulation the time saved due to inbreeding until fixation at ali 

loci was 12-43 %, increasing mainly with the degree of dominance. 

In general, both systems of breeding resulted in the same ulti-

mate response to selection. 

Using a deterministic model, it was found that for an addi-

tive locus some advantage of the alternating mating system in the 

response to selection of 20-100 generations could be expected if 

the loss in the selection differential due to inbreeding remained 

clearly below 20 % and selection was not very strong: In strong 

selection the corresponding loss is below 15 %. 

It was concluded that the best prospects for the successful 

use of inbreeding to increase the response to selection are in 

a large population with a relatively high proportion selected. 

The main problem in using an inbreeding system is the decrease in 

selection intensity due to the effects of inbreeding on fitness. 
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Introduction 

Mating schemes in which the population is no longer a single 

panmictic unit but is divided into separate breeding groups 

have been recognized as important factors in evolution, and 

possibly also in animal breeding, in increasing the response 

to selection (e.g., Wright 1922, 1939, 1951, 1977; Lush 1945). 

One possible breeding system with subdivided population 

structures is to divide a population into L small, isolated 

sublines of size N, to select within Iines for some generations 

(usually 4-8), and then to select the best Iines for intercross-

ing to produce a new set of sublines. The response to selection 

obtained in this kind of system is compared with that in a single 

population of size LN with the same selection intensity as in 

each subline. The results have been largely negative, i.e., there 

has been no extra selection gain due to the subdivision (for 

increased pupa weight in Tribolium Enfield (1970), Goodwill 

(1974), Katz and Enfie1d(1977); for reduced sternopleural bristle 

number in Drosophila Madalena and Robertson (1974); for increased 

abdominal bristle number in Drosophila Rathie and Nicholas 

(1980)). Madalena and Hill (1972) found in their simulation 

study with non-epistatic models that there was some advantage 

of 	the subdivided mating structure in the selection response 

when the recessive allele with a low initial frequency was 

favoured. By using a simulation model very closely resembling 

that of Madalena and Hill (1972), Enfield and Anklesaria (1986) 

found that a breeding scheme with subdivision can be more 

effective than breeding in a single population if there is 

multiple peak epistasis in the character selected for. However, 

the advantage of subdivision in the selection response was 

critically dependent on many parameters. 

Wright (e.g., 1939, 1977) suggeyted,on the basis of his 

shifting balance theory of evolution, that a breeding programme 

with a subdivided structure might be fairly effective if 

epistatic gene interactions are important and there is migration 

between the sublines ('demes). In an experiment of Katz and Young 

(1975) concerning increased adult body weight in Drosophila, 

there was regular, cyclical migration of individuals between 

demes in each generation. The response to selection in this 
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subdivided structure was significantly larger than that in 
a single large population. 

In assortative mating the individuals chosen as parents 

are more similar for some phenotypic character than if they 

were sampled at random from the population. In truncation 

selection this means that the selected group is not a panmictic 

breeding unit and 	can be considered as a subdivided structure, 

especially if the ranked individuals are divided into isolated 

breeding subgroups. There is quite a large increase in the 

variance of a multifactorial character due to assortative mating, 

but only a slight increase in homozygosity unless the number of 

loci is small (e.g., Crow and Felsenstein 1968; Crow and Kimura 

1970). In addition, assortative mating affects only the loci 

controlling the character in question,and the increase in 

variability increases with the number of loci. 

The increased additive genetic variance caused by 

assortative mating has drawn attention to the possibility of 

enhancing the selection response by using this mating system 

(Breese 1956; James and McBride 1958). A superiority of 

assortative mating over random mating with respect to the 

response to selection has been found in experiments (for 

abdominal chaeta score in Drosophila McBride and Robertson 

(1963); for pupa weight in Tribolium Wilson et al. (1965), 

Mwenya et al. (1983)). The same kind of superiority has also 

been observed in simulation experiments (Rico et al. 1973; 

DeLange 1974; Fernando et al. 1983; Fernando and Gianola 1986). 
In 	the latter three simulations, it has been verified that 

a higher proportion selected increases the advantage of 

assortative mating over random mating, which was a theoretical 

result of Baker (1973). The simulation study of DeLange (1974) 

showed that the advantage from assortative mating increases with 

the number of loci. This was also the result obtained by 

Fernando and Gianola (1986) with a theoretical model. Moreover, 

it has been shown that the advantage of assortative mating over 

random mating increases with the initial heritability (DeLange 

1974; Fernando and Gi.anola 1986), as expected by McBfide and 

Robertson (1963) and Baker (1973). 

With regard to natural selection, on the basis of their 

results, Fernando and Gianola (1986) suggested that a population 

with assortative mating could potentially displace one with 

random mating if the two populations were competing for scarce 

resources. 
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When using inbreeding5the selected group is divided into 

completely isolated subgroups (Eamilies), in which the matings 

take place at random. The theory of inbreeding has been 

thoroughly studied and summarized by numerous authors (e.g., 

Wright 1921; Fisher 1949; Crow and Kimura 1970). Inbreeding 

causes an increase in homozygosity at ali segregating loci, 

and the 'increase in the variability of a character compared with 

random 	mating is independent of the number of loci involved. 

The increase in homozygosity brings about inbreeding depression, 

especially concerning fertility and viability (fitness), 

so behaviour patterns exist in nature which reduce the 

probability of matings between close relatives (e.g., Greenwood 

and Harvey 1976; Feldman and Christiansen 1984). However, it 

has been shown theoretically that enhancing the degree of 

inbreeding can increase the rate of change in the freguency of 

an altruistic allele (Wade and Breden 1981). 

The use of the increased additive genetic variance and 

heritability caused by inbreeding to improve 	the selection 

response in animals has received continued interest (e.g., 

Lush 1945; Dickerson 1973; Dickerson and Lindh e 1977). On the 

basis of the selection theory, the expected response per 

generation in inbred populations is larger than that in random-

bred populations (e.g., Wright 1942). However, for the 

successful use of inbreeding, large problems with the selection 

intensity and with the effective population size must not oc-

cur (Dickerson and Lindh 1977). Bereskin (1972) concluded 

from a simulation experiment that moderate inbreeding through 

selection may not reduce genetic gains. In developing inbred 

Iines three generations of full-sib mating and intense selection 

between Iines have been proposed (Warren 1950; Abplanalp 1974). 

Dickerson (1973) suggested recurrent cycles of inbreeding, 

between-line selection and combination of the best Iines to 

increase 	the response to selection. The experimental results 

on the use of inbreeding to improve the selection response have 

been largely negative (for litter size in mice Bowman and 

Falconer (1960); for'a biomass index in Japanese guail MacNeil 

et al. (1984a,b); for pupa weight in Tribolium Dion and 

Minvielle (1985)). 

In animal breeding research the comparisons between 

different schemes of mating and selection can be made in four 

principal ways (Rasch and Herrendörfer 1972): 
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pure theoretical-mathematical analysis (deduction); 

simulation experiments; 

experiments with model populations (experimental animals); 

experiments with the populations of domestic animals 

(induction). 

Numerical methods can be included in 1. The development of 

computers created opportunities for the use of simulation and 

numerical methods. Since the work of Fraser (1957a,b), many 

computer simulations have been made to clarify various problems 

in quantitative population genetics and breeding planning. Due 

to the complications caused by finite population size, linkage, 

dominance and epistasis, 	precise analytical treatment is 

extremely difficult (e.g.,. Robertson 1970a). 

The purpose of the present investigation was to study 

the effects of inbreeding on genetic gain in selecting for 

a low-heritability character manifesting itself in one sex 

only. The methods used were simulation and numerical models. 

Methods 

1. Simulation model 

The method of simulation was 	outlined in I-IV. Some details 

on the procedures concerning genetic structures and phenotypes 

are given here because they were not completely described in 

I-IV. 

1.1. Production of random numbers 

Pseudo-random numbers of uniform distribution (U) were generated 

using 	the linear congruential method (function subprogram 

RNDM, programmed for UNIVAC 1100 Series by the Computing Centre, 

University of Helsinki). Poisson-distributed random variates 

were produced 	using the U numbers in a subprogram written by 

the author according to Knuth's algorithm (Yakowitz 1977). 

Random deviates of normal distribution were obtained. 	using 

the U numbers in a subprogram written by the author according 

to the Box-Muller method (Yakowitz 1977). 
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1.2. Genetic structures 

1.2.1. General 

The main storage of a computer consists of bits, which can be 

in two different states representing 0 or 1. Several bits are 

grouped to form one word. In UNIVAC 1100 one word is equal to 36 

bits, whose states can be switched by function FLD of FORTRAN V 

(SRC 1971). If diallelic loci with alleles A1  and A2  are 

simulated, two bits are required to represent the state of one 

locus in a diploid individual (homologous chromosomes = words 

1 and 2): 

genotype AIAI A1A2 A2A2 
word 1 	1 	1 	0 	0 or 
word 2 	1 	0 	1 	0 

Thus, for a quantitative character controlled by L loci, 2L bits 

are required to represent the genotype of one diploid individual, 

the bits being divided into two bit strings which represent two 

haploiå sets of chromosomes. 

1.2.2. Forming of the initial population 

Let the population size and the initial frequency of A1  be 

T and p, respectively. Thus, in the whole population there must 

be 2Tp Al  alleles at a particular locus. 

Procedure for one locus: 

setting ali the 2T bits to be 0; 
random drawing of an individual i (i=1,...,T, probability of 

1/T for every individual); 

random drawing of a chromosome j (j=1,2, probability of 1/2 

for each homologue); 

if the bit corresponding to ij is 1, returning to b, else 

setting this bit to be 1; 

if fewer than 2Tp bits are in state I, returning to b, else 

proceeding to fill the next locus. 

Using 	this procedure, the expected genotype frequencies are: 

A1AI 	P
2
-p(1-P)/(2T-1) 

AIA2 	2p(1-p)(1+1/(2T-1)) 

A2A2 	(1-P)
2
-p(1-p)/(2T-1), 

which are the random-mating proportions in a finite population 

(Crow and Kimura 1970). The states of the loci in an individual 

are generated independently, so the expected initial state 

concerning ali loci is linkage equilibrium. 
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1.2.3. Forming of the linkage groups 

In reality the loci are scattered over several chromosomes 

(linkage groups). Let the length of the ith  chromosome be gi  
(i=1,. ..,K, where K is the number of chromosome pairs), and 

suppose that the loci are randomly distributed among chromosomes. 

Then, the probability that there are ni  loci on the ith  
chromosome (i=1,...,K) is: 

LI 	riK  
ry.nK! q1

n1
K 	(1/4) , ..  

where n1+...+nK  = L = number of loci 

ni=0,...,L 	(i=1,.. .,K) 

q1+...+qk = Q. 
The sites of the ni  loci on chromosome i were determined by 
drawing at random ni  even-numbered, mutually exclusive integers 

from an interval 1,...,Z, where Z is a large integer. The 

numbers and sites of loci on every chromosome were generated at 

the beginning of each replicate run and 	stored as vectors in 

a COMMON area for further use in the forming of gametes. 

The number of chromosome pairs (K) was 39. Most of 

the total length of the genome was shared by 9 macrochromosomes 

(70 %). The remaining 30 chromosomes (microchromosomes) shared 

only 30 % of the total length. 

1.2.4. Forming of the gametes 

The genome of a gamete is a kind of sample from the genetic 

structure of a diploid individual. The sampling is realized in 

meiosis, in which the number of chromosomes is halved and 

recombination takes place. In this process new genetic 

arrangements are generated by the independent assortment of 

chromosome pairs in prophase I and by crossing-over events 

between the maternal and paternal strands of bivalents. 

There are two bit strings corresponding to the genetic 

structure of every individual (1.2.1). The length of each string 

is L bits. The distribution of the L loci along chromosomes is 

represented by other vectors (1.2.3). The first step in the for-

mation of a gamete is duplication of the two strings. The result 

is matrix F(4,M), where M is the number of words reguired to 

represent a string of L bits. Matrix F corresponds to that stage 

of meiosis in which the homologous chromosomes have been 

duplicated and paired. The main principle in the formation of 
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a gamete is that from the four bit strings of matrix F a bit 

string is recombined. The result is vector G(M). There are ali 

the bivalents with their four chromatids in matrix F. The task 

is to sample one from the four alleles of every locus. 

If there is no crossing over, one can proceed in the 

Mendelian way (recombination only between chromosomes). If there 

is crossing over, the situation is more complicated (recombination 

both between and within chromosomes). The subprogram GAMETE 

produces a gamete by copying a part of matrix F into vector G. 

GAMETE, which handles matrix F as successive bivalents, con-

tains four subprograms: 

POISSO: generates a Poisson-distributed random number (P) 

with parameter ai  (i=1,...,K). P represents the number of 

chiasmata (crossing-over points) in the ith  bivalent. The 

value of parameter ai  is directly proportional to the length 

of the ith  bivalent (1.2.3). 

KIASMA: generates mutually exclusive locations of the 

P chiasmata along the bivalent. These locations are drawn at 

random from the set of odd-numbered integers between 1,...,Z 

(the same Z as in 1.2.3) and 	are stored in a vector so 

that they can be compared with the locus points in the 

crossing-over process. 

CROSSO: copies from matrix F a bit string representing one 

chromatid into vector G. First, CROSSO draws at random those 

two chromatids between which the chiasma is formed at each 

location of crossing-over, separately and independently for 

each of the P locations. Thus, there is no chromatidal 

interference. The chiasmata occur between non-sister 

chromatids only. Second, CROSSO draws at random a chromatid 

(1-4) and begins to copy it. If a chiasma is encountered 

CROSSO skips to another chromatid and continues copying. 

MENDEL: copies from matrix F into vector G always an intact 

chromatid which is drawn at random (1-4) from the bivalent. 

MENDEL is used only if no chiasmata have been formed or if 

the formed chiasmata have no recombinational effect. 

Thus, for every bivalent,GAMETE uses either CROSSO or MENDEL 

(Fig. 1). The latter route is faster because there is no need 

to make comparisons between the points of loci and chiasmata. 

After GAMETE has been performed, there is a haploid genome in 
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vector G, containing one intact or recombinant chromatid from 

each chromosome pair. The genotypic structure of a new 

individual consists of two gametes, generated,from a female 

and from a male. 

Input: ali bivalents of one 

individual in matrix F 

1 	 
Is the number of loci in 

the bivalent >1? 

yes 

/ 
POISSO 

/ 
Is the number of chiasmata >0? 

yes 

sl,  
KIASMA 

/ 
Are there chiasma points within 

the bounds of locus points? 

no yes .[ 
MENDEL 	CROSSO 

1 
Have ali bivalents been processed? 

yes 	no 	  

Output: a gamete in vector G 

Fiq. ], 

The operation of subprogram GAMETE with its subprograms 

(POISSO, KIASMA, CROSSO, MENDEL). 

< no 

< 	 
no 



1.3. Forming of the phenotypic value 

The values of the three possible genotypes (AlAi, AIA2  and A2A2) 

at each locus were determined on the basis of the values of 

initial parameters (heritability (h2), phenotypic variance (Vp), 

frequencies of Ai  at loci (p)). If L equivalent loci with equal 

degrees of dominance (d) are assumed to control the genetic 

variation of the character and there is initially Hardy-Weinberg 

equilibrium at every locus, without interactions the additive 

genetic variance (VA) and the dominance variance (VD) are: 

VA  = 2p(1-p)(a+ad(1-2p))
2 L and 

VD  = (2p(1-p)ad)
2 
L, 

where a is the value of A1
A
1 
(e.g., Falconer 1981). The values 

of A2A2  and A1A2  are -a and ad, respectively. Without epistasis 

VA+VD  is the total genotypic variance. Because VA=h
2Vp, 

h2vP  	) 1/2 

( 2p(1-p)(1+d(1-2p))2  L 

When determining the genotypic value of an individual, the 

states of ali the L loci are examined and the values of 

individual loci .are summed up. The result is the total genotypic 

value (GT). 

The forming of the phenotype (P) can be described as 

P =GT+E, where E is the influence of environment on phenotype 

(environmental deviation). In the present study E was independent 

of GT  and 	was sampled from the normal distribution with an 

expectation of 0 and variance VE. VE  was calculated from initial 

variances, i.e. VD  = Vp-VA-VD, and 	was kept constant. 

Markov chain model 

The method of successive multiplication of transition 

probability matrices for calculating genetic changes at one 

diallelic locus in a finite population was described in IV. 

Deterministic models 

Some methods of calculation which assume an infinite population 

were used to clarify theoretical courses of selection in gene 

frequency at one diallelic locus. These methods involved both 

simple models for gene frequency change (described in III and IV) 

and a more complicated mating-type model (described in V). 

a= 
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Results and discussion 

simulation, 108 loci, population size 1400, initial 

heritability 0.25, initial phenotypic variance 49.0, 

initial frequency of the favourable allele 0.5. 

In I various systems of inbreeding with alternating full-sib 

mating periods of three generations and random-mating periods 

of six generations were compared with random mating in ali 

generations. There was between-family selection in inbreeding 

generations. 

For the selection intensity Sa  ((104100)/1400), ali the 

inbreeding systems resulted in a better response to 30 generations 

of selection than the random-mating system, when the degree of 

dominance (d) was 0.20. For the selection intensity Sb  
((5Å50)/1400), the result was almost the reverse. In general, the 

responses obtained by Sa  were larger than those obtained by Sb. 

In Sa the highest response was attained when the first phase of 

inbreeding occurred in generations 7-9. To begin inbreeding 

earlier or later than this was less advantageous. The method 

with the first phase of inbreeding in generations 7-9 was also 

studied for degrees of dominance of 0.05 and 0.50 in Sa. For 

d=0.051  the response was about the same as that without 

inbreeding. For d=0.50, the response with inbreeding was about 
20 % greater than that without inbreeding. 

simulation, 32 loci, population size 1500, initial 

heritability 0.075 or 0.250, initial phenotypic variance 

49.0, initial frequency of the favourable allele 

In II the alternating mating structure was the same as in I, 

except that the random-mating periods lasted either three or 

six generations. 

For the selection intensity Sc  ((100J11-100)/1500), the 

unfavourable allele A2  was fixed at only a few loci until the 

30th generation. In the inbreeding systems the fixation of the 

favourable allele A1  was faster than that in random mating. For 

the selection intensity Sd  ((50450?)/1500), this difference was 

small, and the use of inbreeding clearly accelerated the 

fixation of A2' 
For Sd  with inbreeding the final response to selection in 

the 30th generation was 3-5 % lower than that for Sd  without 
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inbreeding. There was no advantage 	of inbreeding at any stage. 

For Sc  the final responses in the systems with inbreeding were 

only marginally larger than those without inbreeding, when the 

initial heritability (h2) was 0.250. There was no clear advantage 

from inbreeding at the earlier stages of the selection process 

either. When h2  was 0.075, however, the final responses to 

selection in the inbreeding systems were 4-8 % higher than those 

in random mating. 

In general, a larger final response was attained for Sc  

than for Sd* There was a much higher variability in the final 

response for Sd  than for Sc. For Sd  this variability was 

remarkably larger in the systems with inbreeding than in 

random mating. For Sc  there were no corresponding differences in 

the variability of the final response. 

On the basis of the simulation method and assuming random 

mating with no selection, for a breeding group of 14+104.  an 

effective population size (Ne) of 33.6 was calculated (II). With 

these assumptions Ne  for 100cr+100?.  is 133.8. For h2=0.250 in the 

case of 108 loci (I), the standardized effect of each locus 

(Falconer 1981) is about 0.136, whereas, for h2=0.075 in the case 

of 32 loci (II), the standardized effect is about 0.137. These 

nearly equal standardized effects increase the validity of 

comparison of the results, which is not perfect due to the 

differences in the selection intensity and in Ne. For a degree 
of dominance of 0.5, the extra genetic gain due to inbreeding 

periods was about 5 % (II), whereas in the earlier study it was 

about 20 % (I). The main reason for this difference is probably 

that 	in II the parental group was 100g1+1009, in every 

generation. In I the parental group was of this size in the 

inbreeding generations only; in other generations it was 

104:4-100 . Thus, with regard to Ne  the system without inbreeding 
was in a worse position than the inbreeding system in I 

than in II. In addition, there were only 6 replicate runs in I 

compared with 25 in II, which may be an important reason for 

the difference (sampling effects). 

The inbreeding.depression in the character selected for, 

but also the advantage 	of inbreeding periods in the response, 

were larger for a parental group of 100(41.00 than of 50g1-I-50 
(II). This probably occurred because in the inbreeding genera-

tions the variance of gene frequency (Vb) between the full-sib 
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families of the selected group is larger for a less intense 

selection pressure than for a stronger one. In the case of 100 

full-sib families, the average number of selected families 

is 13.3, 	whereas in the case of 50 full-sib families on 

an average only 3.3 families are selected. It is quite natural 

that \Th is larger in the former case. Of course, there will be 

no difference between full-sib mating and random mating with 

regard to genotype frequencies in the progeny population if 

there is no variation in gene frequency among the full-sib 

families of the parental group. Evidently, for a breeding 

structure of 50c11+50, Vb  did not become large enough to make 

selection with inbreeding more effective than that with random 

mating (II). 

For a population in which there is a depature from the 

random-mating proportions of genotypes due to inbreeding and 

the number of gametes contributed per parent to the breeding 

group of the next generation does not follow a binomial 

distribution, the variance effective size (Ne) can be smaller 

than for a population with random-mating proportions (Crow and 

Kimura 1970). As a result of a reduction in Ne  the expected 

ultimate selection response diminishes and its variability 

increases (e.g., Robertson 1960, 19706; Nicholas 1980). When 

comparing the selection responses obtained by inbreeding 

with those obtained by random mating, these effects of finite 

size were clearly seen when the number selected was 50cr+50 

(II). On the other hand, when the number selected was 1001-100?, 

inbreeding did not increase either the rate of fixation of the 

unfavourable allele A2  or the variability of the response 

very much, 	so there is not inevitably a larger variability 

associated with the larger response obtained by inbreeding. 

On the basis of the methods and values used in I and II, 

the advantage of inbreeding in the genetic progress in compar-

ison with random mating seems to depend on the number of fami- 

lies selected to inbreed 	and on the effects of loci. For 

loci with large standardized effects, the advantage of 

inbreeding is small; although there would be a lot of families 

and a high degree of dominance. Dickerson and Lindh e (1977) 

pointed out that the extra genetic gain attainable with cyclical 

inbreeding and between-family selection compared with random 

mating might be largest when the character has low heritability 
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and the phenotypic correlation between family members is low. 

Deductions of this kind had been made already by Lush (1945), 

and the results of I and II support them. 

In a breeding programme of only a few generations the 

expected response is maximized by selecting guite intensely, 

the opt.imum proportion selected depending on the number of 

generations and on the size of the population (Robertson 1970b). 

Because there seems to be some advantage of 

inbreeding in the selection response only if the proportion 

selected is not very small (I and II), any kind of extra genetic 

gain in comparison with random mating cannot be attainable in 

a short-term programme. For instance, suppose that until 

generation t the expected response in breeding with random 

mating is maximized by selecting Nf  females + Mm males from 

Mf  females and Mm  males in each generation (if Nf+Nm  =N and 

Mf+Mm  =M, for individual selection there must be Nf=Nm=N/2 and 

Mf=Mm
=M/2 (Jödar and Lopez-Fanjul 1977)). If there is some 

advantage of inbreeding only if N/M is not small, a sensible 

value for t inevitably is relatively large. 

In I and II there was combined selection among females in 

random-mating generations. Robertson (1960) showed that it is 

best to use phenotypic selection alone if the aim is to maximize 

the expected long-term genetic progress. To maximize 	the 

expected limit of response,half the population should be selected 

(Dempster 1955; Robertson 1960; Jödar and Löpez-Fanjul 1977). 

In a simulation study using the present model,combined and 

phenotypic selection were compared (Sirkkomaa and Lindström 1981). 

In certain cases the responses in phenotypic selection were 

larger than those in combined selection, even in a programme of 

only 20 generations for a low-heritability character. 

III: simulation, 32 loci, population size 400, initial 

heritability 0.075 or 0.250, initial phenotypic variance 

49.0, initial frequency of the favourable allele 0.5; 

two deterministic models, one locus, initial frequency 

of the favourable allele 0.5. 

In III there was random mating in ali generations or random 

mating and full-sib mating in alternate generations among the 

selected individuals. In simulation females were selected by 

using phenotypic values. The males chosen to breed were full- 
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brothers of the selected females. In simulation 100 females 

and 100 males were selected in each generation. 

The response in gene frequency for the deterministic 

models was more rapid than that for simulation. The deviations 

from the results of simulation were lowest in the random-mating 

system. For the deterministic models the time saved due to 

inbreeding compared with random mating in reaching a given 

proportion of the maximum response (50, 75 and 90 %) was about 

20-40 %, increasing with the degree of dominance and with the 

proportion of the maximum response. For simulation with 

approximately the same selection pressures as in deterministic 

calculation/ the corresponding time saved 	was about 10-20 %. 

The advantage of inbreeding in the rate of response 

was somewhat larger for weak selection than for stronger. 

IV: simulation, 32 loci, population size 400 or 60, initial 

heritability 0.075 or 0.250, initial phenotypic variance 

49.0, initial frequency of the favourable allele 0.25, 

0.50 or 0.75; 

deterministic model, one locus, initial frequency of the 

favourable allele 0.5; 

Markov chain model, one locus, initial frequency of the 

favourable allele 0.5. 

In IV the selection and mating systems were the same as in III. 

In simulation the replicate runs were continued up to fixation 

at ali loci. 

For initial frequencies (p) of 0.50 and 0.75 of the 

favourable allele A11  there was no fixation of the unfavourable 

allele A2  at any locus in simulation, and the maximum response 

(ali loci fixed for A1) was attained in ali cases. For p=0.25, 

allele A2 was fixed at some loci. The differences in U 

(proportion of loci fixed for A2) between inbreeding and random 

mating were small, yet for a degree of dominance (d) of 0.2, 

U was somewhat higher with inbreeding. The differences 

in U between the tw6 systems decreased with an incrasing d, 

which is understandable because the rate of response in an inbred 

population relative to that in a random-bred population increases 

with d (e.g., III). However, there should be an increase in the 

expected rate of response due to inbreeding for any valUe of d 

used. Therefore, there has been a decrease in the variance 
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effective size (Ne) due to inbreeding. If p is low, the larger 

rate of response per generation with inbreeding cannot compen-

sate for the decrease in Ne, especially at low values of d. As 

a result, there will be a decrease in the probability of fixa-

tion of allele A1' 
The time saved (D) due to inbreeding until fixation at ali 

loci was 12-43 %, depending mainly on d. In general, D for d=0.8 

was much larger than D for d=0.2. In most cases the coefficient 

of variation of the number of generations until fixation at ali 

loci was smaller with inbreeding than with random mating. In 

general, for the parameter combinations studied in a fairly 

large population (proportion selected (1007.  +100ct)/400) both 

systems of breeding resulted in the same ultimate response to 

selection. The use of full-sib matings remarkably accelerated 

fixation: the time saved in comparison with random mating was 

21-43 % for d=0.8. 

The case of initial gene frequencies of 0.5 at each locus 

was also studied by selecting 15? +15(Dfrom a population of 60 

individuals, because there was no fixation of A2  for a propor-

tion selected of (100 +100j1 )/400. For an initial heritability 

(h2) of 0.075 with d=0.8, the final response with inbreeding was 

8.4 % larger and was reached 10.8 % faster than with random 

mating. 

For p=0.5, the deterministic change in gene frequency was 

calculated up to a frequency of 0.975. In early generations the 

rate of response using calculation was higher than that using 

simulation. At later stages the situation was reversed, and, for 

d=0.8, the goal in gene frequency was attained remarkably earli-

er in simulation. To study these differences between the simu-

lated and calculated results, the rate of response per genera-

tion in the mean gene frequency at several loci was compared 

with that in gene frequency at one locus. In these calculations 

the effects of finite population size were not taken into con-

sideration, albeit they are an important reason for the discrep-

ancies between the simulated and calculated results. for d=0.8, 

the rate of response calculated with 32 loci exceeded that with 

one locus at a lower level of gene frequency than for smaller 

degrees of dominance. This accords with the result that the 

given frequency of allele A1  (0.975) was attained for d=0.8 ear-

lier in simulation with 32 loci than in deterministic calcula-

tion with one locus. 
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In simulation the time saved due to inbreeding in attain-

ing a given response was somewhat higher for h2=0.075 than for 

h2=0.250. This accords with the result that the use of full-sib 

mating in alternate generations should save more time in weak 

selection than in stronger (III). 

A simulation experiment was also performed to study the 

decrease in Ne due to inbreeding in the present mating system. 

For a population structure of (10? +10j' )/60 without the pheno-

typic selection of females, the mean time until the fixation of 

either one of the two alleles at ali 32 loci (initial gene fre-

guencies 0.5) with inbreeding was about 90 % •of that with random 

mating. Thus, the representative variance effective sftze in the 

alternating mating system would be roughly 90 % of Ne  in random 

mating if the time until fixation is linearly dependent on Ne, 

as it is in the case of one locus (Kimura and Ohta 1969). 

In the Markov chain calculation on the change of gene fre-

quency for a breeding group of 10? +10/31 , the probability of 

fixation of A1  was clearly smaller with inbreeding than with 

random mating when the decrease in Ne  due to inbreeding was as-

sumed to be 20 %. This result shows that for small numbers the 

advantage of inbreeding in the ultimate response is very sensi-

tive to a possible decrease in Ne. However, for a decrease of 

10 % in Ne, the response with inbreeding was somewhat higher 

than that with random mating, and fixation was reached 

12.3-17.6 	% 	faster. 

The Markov chain method was also used to evaluate the 

optimum number selected for maximizing the expected response to 

30 generations of selection in a finite population 	(Table 1) 

(not 	included in IV). 

Table 1. 	The optimum number selected (females+males, egual 
numbers of both sexes) 	for maximizing the expected 
response to 30 generations of selection 	iith random 
mating. The size of the unselected female population 
is 100. There is full-sib selection of males. 
p: initial frequency of the favourable allele 

stef: standardized effect of the locus 

Degree of dominance 

P stef 0.0 0.2 	0.5 	0.8 

0.25 0.05 24 24 	26 	26 
0.10 24 24 	22 	22 
0.15 22 22 	20 	18 

0.50 0.05 22 22 	20 	20 
0.10 20 20 	18 	16 
0.15 18 18 	14 	12 

0.75 0.05 22 20 	18 	14 
0.10 18 18 	14 	12 

0.15 16 14 	12 	10 
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The responses corresponding to these optimum numbers selected 

were compared with the responses obtained by using the 

alternating mating system with the same numbers selected 

(Table 2). The advantage of 	inbreeding in the selection 

response was 4.1-18.8 %, being highest for small standardized 

effects (Table 2). For p=0.501  the advantage of inbreed- 
ing 	was only weakly dependent on the degree of dominance. 

It has to be pointed out that in these calculations the 

effective population sizes were assumed to be identical for 

both systems of mating. Moreover, despite the small numbers of 

parents and selectioni the departures from Hardy-Weinberg 

proportions in random-bred and inbred generations were assumed 

to be exactly 0 and 1/4, respectively. Because the same 

intensities of selection were used for both mating systems, 

the calculated increases in response due to inbreeding must be 

close to the maximum values attainable in the breeding plans 

in question. 

In the selection experiment of MacNeil et ei. (1984a,b) 

with Japanese quail,there was no advantage of the alternating 

mating system in the total response to selection of 16 

generations for a biomass index. This is understandable, because 

there were severe effects of inbreeding on fertility and 

viability, and the selection differentials in the inbreeding 

system were significantly lower than those in the random-mating 

system. In the present study it was supposed that a population 

can be purified of some detrimental genes in the course of time. 

MacNeil et al. (1984a,b) found that the rate of response in later 

generations in the alternating system became higher than that 

in the random-mating system, due to adaptation to inbreeding. 

Dion and Minvielle (1985) selected for pupa weight in 

Tribolium. There was no significant difference between the 

random-mating and alternating systems in the response to 

selection of 15 generations, despite the fact that the average 

selection differential over generations was slightly larger 

with inbreeding. 	Unfortunately, the populations were 

small (15 pairs of pakents selected from 55-70 individuals), and 

there were only two replicates for both systems of mating. 

There were no detrimental effects of full-sib mating on 

reproductive performance. The authors believed that gene 

frequencies in the base population were close to 0.5. In the 

present simulation experiment with a similar proportion 
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selected and certainly without any problems in regard to 

fertility and viability, the response of 15 generations in the 

alternating system was only 3.4 % higher than that in the 

random-mating system (population size = 400, d=0.2, p=0.5, 

h2=0.25). In spite of differences in the methods of selection 

and mating, on this basis the results obtained by Dion and 

Minvielle (1985) are not very surprising. 

V: deterministic model, one locus, various combinations of the 

initial frequency of allele A1  (p), degree of dominance (d) 

and selection coefficient among females (s). 

In V there was random mating in ali generations or random 

mating and full-sib mating in alternate generations among the 

selected individuals. The breeding males were full-brothers of 

the selected females. 

The responses to selection of 20, 50 and 100 generations 

were calculated for both systems of mating. In general, for 

weak selection (s=0.01) at en additive locus (d=0.0), the 

increase in response due to inbreeding (I) was 23-31 %. For 

s=0.01 at a locus with complete dominance (d=1.0), the results 

were much more variable, the increases in response being 14-18 %, 

25-27 % and 68-71 % for initial frequencies of 0.2, 0.5 and 

0.8, 	respectively. However, for p=0.5 in weak selection 

I was 24-27 %, fairly independently of d and of the number of 

generations in the breeding programme. The value of I increased 

with d, apart from weaker selection pressures (s=0.01,0.10,0.20) 

for p=0.21 especially in the short term. 

The numbers of generations required for the inbreeding 

system to attain the responses reached by the random-mating 

system in 20, 50 and 100 generations were also determined. For 

d=0.0, the results were very uniform for ali the initial 

frequencies and the coefficients of selection, the decrease in 

time due to inbreeding (D) being 15-21 %. In addition, for p=0.5 

in weak selection (s=0.01) D was independent of d, being 15 % 

in the short term (20 generations)and 21-23 % in the long term 

(100 generations). In weak selection at a locus with d=1.0, for 

initial frequencies of 0.2 and 0.8/ the decreases in time were 

10-13 % and 35-44 %, respectively. In general, D increased with 

the number of generations in the breeding programme, with d and 

with s. In a programme of 100 generations, for the strongest 
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selection pressure (s=0.8) at a locus with d=1.0 the values of D 

were 71 %, 73 % and 77 % for initial frequencies of 0.2, 0.5 and 

0.8, respectively. 

In real populations, s might not be the same for the two 

systems of breeding. For instance, MacNeil et al. (1984a,b) 

found in Japanese quail that the average selection differential 

(SD) for a biomass index in the alternating system was smaller 

than that in the random-mating system. As a result, s would di-

minish because of the dependence on SD. For a small standardized 

effect of a locus, s is even a linear function of SD (Haldane 

1931; Kimura and Crow 1978; Falconer 1981) if the character in 

question is normally distributed. On the other hand, in any 

breeding programme there is no constant s at a locus because the 

gene frequency changes at ali of the loci affect the variability 

of the guantitative character selected for. In the present cal-

culations it was simply supposed that s in the alternating sys-

tem is smaller than s in the random-mating system, due to vari-

ous effects of inbreeding on fertility and viability. A constant 

decrease in s with respect to generations was assumed, ålthough 

it is probable that the difference in s between the two systems 

of breeding will diminish in the course of generations as the 

population practicing inbreeding is purified of many harmful 

recessive genes. This kind of change was observed by MacNeil 

et al. (1984a,b). 

On the basis presented above, ML was evaluated for a com-

parison between the two systems of mating (ML = the maximum loss 

of s for which the response in the alternating system is still 

at least equal to that in the random-mating system). The results 

for an additive locus were fairly independent of the number of 

generations and of p. In weak selection (s=0.01), ML was 19-21 %, 

whereas for s=0.8 ML was 14-18 %. For medium coefficients of 

selection (s=0.1,0.2,0.5) at en additive locus ML was 16-20 %. 

Thus, for an additive locus we could expect some advantage of 

the alternating system, if the loss in SD due to inbreeding 

remains clearly below 20 % and selection is not very strong. In 

strong selection the'bearable loss in SD is below 15. %. 

With increasing degrees of dominance the results were more 

variable, and, in the case of complete dominance, much larger 

values of ML were obtained for p=0.8 than for p=0.2. In general, 

ML increased with d (except in weak selection for p=0.2) and 

with the number of generations. ML also increased with s, apart 
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from degrees of dominance of 0.0 and 0.25. For strong selection 

at a locus with complete dominance, losses of 70-80 % in s might 

be bearable in a long-term programme. 

In the selection experiment of 16 generations by MacNeil 

et al. (1984a,b), the average SD over generations in the alter-

nating system was 18.4 % lower than that in the random-mating 

system, and there was no advantage of inbreeding in the total 

response to selection. This result accords with the present cal-

culations, unless a high average degree of dominance over loci 

is assumed. 

General conclusions 

In addition to the dependence on the genotypic effects at loci, 

the possibilities of the use of intentional inbreeding to en-

hance the response to selection are dependent on the changes in 

effective population size and in selection intensity. Fluctua-

tions may occur in the total population size and in the size of 

the breeding group (N) due to the harmful effects of inbreeding 

on fertility and viability. In addition, even if N remained con-

stant, there might be a considerable increase in the variance of 

the number of gametes (v) contributed per parent to the breeding 

group of the next generation. In these cases inbreeding would 

lessen the variance effective size (Ne), and there would be an 

increase in the variance of gene frequency change. 

In an inbreeding system (IS), v might be considerably 

larger than v in the random-mating system. For instance, in the 

inbred generations of some IS, there may be an increase in v if 

the expected number of gametes to the breeding group of the 

next generation is not the same for each parent. In the random-

bred generations of the IS, viability disturbances are probably 

produced for the next generation if there is inbreeding in the 

selected group. The magnitudes of the disturbances in fertility 

and viability are not predictable in detail because they depend 

heavily on the genetib composition of the base populåtion and on 

the dominance relations at loci. In a small population a de-

crease in Ne has catastrophic consequences for the long-term re-

sponse to selection. On the other hand, in a large population 

with a large number selected, a decrease in Ne  is perhaps not 

very serious if the reduced value of Ne  still is high. 
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The best prospects for the successful use of inbreeding in 

selection are in a large population with a relatively high pro-

portion selected. It is evident that the sain problem in using 

inbreeding is the dependence of the selection intensity on the 

degree of inbreeding in most populations. There is not much use 

for the increased genetic variance created by inbreeding if the 

group chosen as parents does not sufficiently differ from the 

population mean with respect to the character selected for. The 

problem with the intensity of selection •concerns both small and 

large populations. 

The relevant problems with the use of inbreeding are sum-

marized in Fig. 2. In addition, there are the probable economic 

losses which would be encountered by an animal breeder using an 

inbreeding system, due to depression in production traits. In 

practical animal breeding the long-term goal alone is not most 

important, but rather the economic gains in every generation or 

over some other period of time. 

The results of the present study are not directly applica-

ble to the breeding of any domestic species. First, in breeding 

planning it is not common to take into account the long-term re-

sponse to selection. Second, if both sexes are selected on the 

basis of phenotype, the advantage of inbreeding in the response 

will be less than in the system of the present study. Third, the 

total economic benefit from an inbreeding prOgramme is question- 

Increase in F 

Decrease in viability 

and fertility 

random 	Decrease in long-term 
-4 

genetic drift 	response to selection 

Increase in the 

variance of the 

number of gametes 

contributed per 

individual 

Increase in Decrease in short-

term response to 

selection 

Fiq. 2  

The problems associated with an increase in F (degree of 

inbreeding). 
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able, in spite of the possible increase in the response. Never-

theless, the pronounced effect of inbreeding on increase and re-

distribution of variance presents a challenge to animal breeders 

to develope methods for its utilization (Pirchner 1985). 
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A simulation study on intensive selection and inbreeding in laying 
hens 
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The effects of temporary inbreeding and between-lIne selection phases on genetic advances for poultry 
egg mass production were studied by computer simulation. In the case of many full-sib Iines, a better 
selection response was atiained in a periodically subline-divided population Ihan in one large population, 
provided that there was a reasonable degree of dominance at the Joet influencing on the selected irait. 

Sampo Sirkkomaa, Department of Animal Breeding, 
University af Helsinki, SF-00710 Helsinki 71, Finland 

1n animal breeding research, one aim is lo find a 
mating and seleenin] system that will maximize 
the genetic progress. The approximate mathe-
matical method created by ROBERLSON (1960) is 
based on the theory of fixation of mutant genes in 
a finite population (Kimuan 1957). Because of the 
complexity of the problem, many computer simu-
lations have been made to solve various situations 
in quantitalive population genetics since the work 
of FRASER ( I 957a, b). 

One possible breeding system is to divide the 
population into sublines and try to use the varia-
tion which will be generated between the Iines. 
The advantage with regard to genetic progress is 
questionable in 0 trait without dominance varjo-
Ilon (MADALENA and HILL 1972). For poultry breed-
ing, it has been suggested (e.g. WARREN 1950; 
DICKERSON 1973; ABPLANALP 1974) that it would be 
best for genetic progress in egg production traits to 
alternate full-sib mating periods (2-3 generations, 
with strong between-line selection) and selection 
periods without intentional inbreeding. Due to 
very many crossing and inbreeding experiments it 
is a well-known fact that there is dominance va-
riation in egg number and in other egg production 
traits (e.g. egg mass production). 

The present study is an attempt to clarify the 
genetic gain in poultry egg mass selection. The 
special object of this simulation experiment is to 
study the effect of temporary inbreeding and be-
tween-line selection phases on genetic advance. 

Methods 
A Fortran program was written to simulate the 
desired processes of artificial selection in a diploid 
Mendelian population. Pseudo-random numbers 
were generated by using a linear congruential 
method appropriate to the length of memory word 
of UNIVAC 1108. Two gene alternatives were 
simulated for each locus by using the bit structure 
of computer storage. The influences of the three 
possible genotypes at loci were calculated on the 
basis of certain initial parameters (heritability, 
phenotypic standard deviation, gene frequency, 
degree of dominance and number of loci) so that 
the effects of the loci are equal. The number of loci 
was set to be 108 rather arbitrarily. The haploid 
number of chromosomes was 39, which is nowa-
days the generally accepted number for Gallus 
domesticus (e.g. POLLOCK and FECHHEIMER 1976). 

The following random processes are operating 
in simulation: 

Forming of the structure of the genome. This is 
performed at the beginning of each replicate, and 
it includes the generation of the genetically active 
lengths of chromosomes, distribution of loci 
among chromosornes and scattering of loci to 
places in chromosomes. Because of the peculiar 
structure of the genome of Gallus domesticus 
(macrochromosomes and microchromosomes), a 
special procedure is made in the generation of 
chromosomal lengths. Due to this procedure about 
70 % of the loci will fall into 9 chromosomes. This 
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distribution is in agreement with the observations 
of SHOFFNER and KRISHAN (1965) on the relative 
lengths of the bivalents of Gallus donwsacus. 1n 
general, however, linkage has only a small effect 
on genetic advance in the case of many chromo-
sornes (RouEalsoN 1970). 

At the beginning of each replicate (in genera-
tion zero) the loci are filled with the two gene 
alternatives according to the initial frequency (0.5) 
so that the expected state of every locus is the 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. In addition the loci 
are filled independently of each other. The validity 
of these assumptions is of course not completely 
clear, but we can expect to get some kind of gen-
eral understanding of the situation. 

Generation of gametes, which includes the imi-
tation of the Mendelian mechanisms and the form-
ing of chiasmata. The number of chiasmata is a 
Poisson-distributed variate; the expected value is 
3 for the longest bivalent. The crossing-over pro-
cesses are, however, not described in detail be-
cause the role of linkage is not important with 
regard to the comparison of simulation results in 
this chromosomal situation, especially as a 
reasonable amount of crossing over is generated. 

Mating is accomplished by sampling a mate 
from the selected male group for each selected 
female. Full-sib mating is avoided in the non-in-
breeding generations. In the inbreeding genera-
tions each selected female is mated with a 
full-brother. 

The relevant number of progeny (1400) is uni-
formly distributed among selected dams (d) so that 
the expected number af progeny per dam is 
I400/d. 

The sex of each individual is generated with 
equal probability for male and female. 

A normally distributed deviate (mean 0, vari-
ance VE) is added to the total genotypic value of 
each female for the creation of phenotype. V is 
the pertinent environmental variance calculated 
from known initial parameters. 

The heritability of the selected trait (daily egg 
mass production) was estimated in every genera-
tion according to BECKER (1967, p. 15-23). If the 
estimate of heritability was not between zero and 
one in some generation, then the lasi sensible 
estimate was used in the calculation of breeding 
values. In the non-inbred generations, the breed-
ing value for each male was calculated on the 

basis of full-sib average and half-sib average; in 
the case of females, the phenotype was also taken 
into account. The weighting factors for combined 
selection preseuted by OsuottNE (1957a, b) were 
used. 1n the inbred generations, the breeding 
values were calculated only for the full-sib Iines. 
1n addition, the females were sorted inside the 
Iines on the basis of phenotype. 

The population size (1400) is typical of the 
Finnish breeding populations of poultry. Two 
strengths of intensive selection were used: 
(10d + 100 9)/1400 and (5d + 50 9)/1400. 1n the 
inbred phases these intensities correspond to 
selection among 100 or 50 full-sib Iines so that the 
desired number of females is picked beginning 
with the best phenotype of the best line. SI x sys 
tems of mating with alternating inbreeding and 
non-inbreeding phases were used (Table 1). 1n the 
generation zero, the females were selected accord-
ing to phenotypes and mated with sampled males. 

The selected trait was set to correspond to daily 
egg mass production according to the variation 
estimates obtained from the Finnish breeding po-
pulations of poultry. Thus, the initial narrow sense 
heritability was 0.25, phenolypic standard devia-
tion 7 g. The initial mean, however, was not trans-
formed to correspond to the real situation (about 
40 g). Consequently, the initial mean ja completely 
determined by the genotypie infiuences and Hardy-
Weinberg state at loci. 

Because of computing time, the number of re-
plicate runs for each parameter combination was 
only 6, and in each run 30 generations were pro-
ceeded. The results are given only with regard to 
the replicate averages. 

Results and discussion 
1n general, the less intensive selection Sa  has led 
to a better genetic gain than the sirong selection Sh 
(Table 2). This result is predictable on the basis of 

Tabk 1. The mating systems (A-F) 

Avoklance of 
	

Full-sib manna 
full-sib maling 	 in generations 
in generations 

1-29 
4-9, 13-18, 22-29 1-3, 10-12, 19-21 
1-3, 7-12, 16-21, 25-29 4-6, 13-15, 22-24 

fl 1-6, 10-15, 19-24, 28-29 7-9, 16-18, 25-27 
ti 1-9, 13-18, 22-29 10-12, 19-21 
F 1-12, 16-2t,25-29 13-15, 22-24 
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Table 2. Population mean ± standard error of the usean in the 
30th generation (A-F are the mating systems, Table 1). The 
degree of dominance is (12. The initial population me» was 5.2 38 
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Proporlion selected 

(I0d + 10009)11400 
s, 

+ 509)11400 

A 29.5 s 1.0 30.3 ± 1.0 
B 31.8 -± 1.3 25.1 -± 1.1 
C 31.2 s 0.6 28.1 s 0.7 
1) 34.7 s- 1.5 28.5 ± 1.2 
E 31.7 s- 0.8 31.4 ± 1.2 
F 31.9 -± 1.3 28.3± 1.7 

the theories of KIMURA (1957) and ROBERTSON 
((960). By using strong selection the effective po-
pulation size is smaller Ihan for a less intensive 
selection, so the strong selection cannot com-
pensate the random fixation of undesirable alleles 
at loci. 

The standard errors of the obtained population 
means at the 30th generation are 0.6-1.7 (Table 2), 
for which reason it is not possible to draw very 
sure conclusions from the comparison of the mat-
ing systems. 1n any case, it is noteworthy that for 
the selection intensity S„ ali of the runs with in-
breeding (B-F) have produced a better response 
Ihan the non-inbreeding run (A). For the selection 
intensity St, the situation is almosi reverse. 1n Fig. 
1 the comparison is presented with regard to the 
whole breeding process. Evidently, lis disadvan-
tageous to start the first phase of inbreeding too 
early (B-C, Fig. la) or to retard it too long (E-F, 
Fig. la). 1n the case of the selection intensity 
the result is not so clear. It is noticeable, however, 
that the very early use of inbreeding (B, Fig. 1b) 
has caused a breakdown for the genetic advance. 

Because of the remarkable difference between 
the mating systems A and D for the less intensive 
selection (Fig. la), the runs were also performed 
at two other degrees of dominance. When the de-
gree of dominance is 0.05, the difference between 
A and D is very small (Fig. 2). The difference is 
clear, however, when there is a larger degree of 
dominance (0.5)), Fig. 2). One can easily identify 
the phases of inbreeding depression (generations 
8-10, 17-19, 26-28) and the phases of heterosis 
(generations 11, 20, 29) on the curve D. The better 
selection response in a subline-divided population 
Ihan in one large population is in agreement with 
the results of MADALENA and HILL ((972). 

The results of the present study give support to 
some early ideas (e.g. WILSON 1948; WARREN 1950) 
on the use of inbreeding in poultry selection. Be- 

30 

24 

18 

12. 

e. 

' 	' 10 ' 14 	18 	22 	26 	30 
GENERATION 

0 2 	6 	10 	14 	18 . 22 	28 	30 
GENERATION 

Fig. la-b. Progress in the selected trait. 	are maiing systems 
(fable 1). The degree of dominance is 0.20. 

S. pruponion selecicd (10d I 1810)11400 
5,,: proportion selecled ( 50+ 5(1 0)11400 
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0 2 	6' 10 ' 1.4 	18 ' 32 	2.6 	30 
GENERATION 

Fig. 2. Progress in the selected trait. A and 	ura mating sys- 
tems (Table I). The proportion selected is (I0d+ 100 2)/1400. 

605: dcgree of dominence 0.05 
650, degree dominance 0.50 

fore the first inbreeding phase one has to select a 
good genetic materia!, and one has to develop 
many Iines during inbreeding for a successful be-
tween-line selection. By proceeding so, it is pos-
sible to attain more genetic gain in a periodically 
subdivided population Ihan in one large popula-
tion. One serious problem is the decreasing fertil-
ity during inbreeding periods. As a result the se-
lection intensity will go down, so in reality it is 
perhaps not possible to use the inbreeding method 
very successfully. 
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Simulation experiments were performed to clarify the effect of cyclical full-sib mating on the response 
to selection for a low-heritability character (h2  = 0.075 o 0.250) without mak phenotypes. There were 
32 two-allelic loci alTeeling the trait, partial dominance over the unfavourable Wide at each locus, hut 
no epistasis. In the initial population linkage equilibrium and Hardy-Weinberg genotype frequencies 
with a gene frequency 0.5 at each locus were generated. 

The population size was 1500. and in each of the 30 generations 50d + 509 or 100d + 1009 were 
selected. 1n the inbreeding periods (3 generations) selection between full-sib families was employed, 
whereas in other periods (3 or 6 generations) there was combined selection. 

For the selected number 50d + 509 there was no short-term advantage to progress from inbreeding 
and a loss of 3-5 % in the cumulative response relative to the response with avoidance of full-sib 
mating. The variation of the final response was larger for selection with inbreeding Ihan for that without 
inbreeding. For the selected number 100d + 100 9 there was some short-term advantage from 
inbreeding and an extra gain of 4-8% in the final response when 	was 0.075, luut only a marginal 
advantage when h' was 0.25. The variution of response for selection with inbreeding was about the 
same as for that without inbreeding. II was concluded that the appearance of genetic dcfects and the 
decline in fertility might render the selection with inbreeding an unattractive proposal. 

Sampo Sirkkomaa, Department of Animal Breeding, University of Helsinki, 
SF-00710 Helsinki 71. Finland 

The use of inbreeding in improving the cumula-
tive response to selection is a problem receiving 
continued interest (e.g., LUMI 1945; DICKERSON 
1973; DICKERSON and LINDIIE 1977). On the basis of 
the selection theory it is clear that the expected 
response per generation (M) is larger in popula-
tions with inbreeding than in panmictic popula-
tions (WRIGHT 1942). However, if there is a depar-
ture from the random-mating frequencies of geno-
types among the parents the effective population 
size is smaller than that in panmictic populations 
with the same number of parents (CRow and Ki-
MURA 1970). Accordingly, there is an increase in 
the variance of the response per generation (V) 
and the cumulative response after several genera-
tions can he smaller than that obtalned by random 
mating among the selected individuals in each 
generation. 

The process of genetic progress with inbreed-
ing in some generations is not time-homogeneous 
because both M and V depend on the the par-
ameter in addilion to the dependence on the gene 
frequencies (CRow and KIMURA 1970). Thus, there  

are difficulties in studying the process by the 
Kolmogorov equations. Moreover, due to the 
complications caused by dominance, Iinkage and 
other factors the precise analytical treatment is 
extremely difficult. 

In developing inbred Iines for crossing, three 
generations of full-sib mating and strong selection 
between Iines have been proposed as an approp-
riate method for poultry (e.g., WARREN 1950; Ali. 
PLANALP 1974). DICKERSON (1973) suggested recur-
rent cycles of inbreeding, betWeen-Iine selection 
and combining the best Iines for enhancing the ge-
netic progress in egg production traits. 

In a previous simulation study intended to 
clarify the usefulness of temporary inbreeding 
and between-line selection cYcles in improving 
poultry egg mass production, a better response 
after 30 generations was attained in a population 
with periodic full-sib mating and selection be-
tween many full-sib families than in a population 
without intentional inbreeding (SIRKKOMAA and 
MAIIAI.A 1980). There were 108 loci with two al-
leles influencing on the selecied trait and some 
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dominance over the unfavourable allele at each 
locus. However, the number of the selected 
males was smaller in the generations without in-
breeding than in the generations with full-sib mat-
ing. Consequently, the comparison of the mating 
structures with regard to the cumulative response 
was not quite unbiased. In addition, there was a 
need to study the process with a smaller number 
of loci and with a larger number of replicate runs. 
The purpose of the present study is not to find the 
best mating and selection method for the long-
term progress, but to elucidate the effect of 
temporary inbreeding phases on the genetic gain 
in selecting for a low-heritability trait without 
male phenotypes (e.g., egg mass production in 
poultry). 

Methods 
A simple model with 32 two-allelic loci equally 
and additively affecting the selected character 
was used. The initial frequency of the desirable 
allele was 0.5 at each locus. In the initial popula- 
Ilon 	zero) the Hardy-Weinberg fre- 
quencies of genotypes at loci and linkage equilib-
rium were generated. The initial phenotypic stan-
dard deviation of the trait was 7.0. Thus, for the 
initial heritabilities 0.075 and 0.250 the standard-
ized effects of the loci (F/a.coNER 1981, p. 187) 
were 0.137 and 0.250, respectively. Because of 
the apparent inbreeding depression found in a 
variety of studies for the egg production traits of 
poultry, two degrees of dominance (0.5 and 0.8) 
over the undesirable allele at each locus were 
used. 

The forming of the structure of the genome by 
taking, to some extent, into account the chromo-
somal composition of Gallus domesticus, the pro-
duction of gametes and other random processes 
of the simulation program in question were the 
same as described in an earlier study (SIRKKOMAA 

and MAIJALA 1980). The estimation of the herita-
bility of the selected trait and the calculation of 
breeding values in combined selection were also 
described in the above study. The combined se-
lection is always more efficient than phenotypic 
or family selection (OsaoRNE I957a, b), and in the 
selection of males for egg production characters it 
is very natural to use combined full-sib and half-
sib averages. In the inbreeding generations the 
selection was performed among the full-sib fami-
lies by using weighted family averages. 

The total number of progeny (population size)  

produced by the selected individuals was 1500. 
The mating was accomplished by sampling, with 
replacement, a mate from the selected male group 
for each selected female. In the non-inbreeding 
generations max. 1000 samples were drawn for 
finding a male other than a full-brother (avoid-
ance of full-sib mating). Correspondingly, in the 
inbreeding generations a full-brother was sam-
pled (favouring of full-sib mating). The number of 
progeny individuals (1500) was multinomially dis-
tributed among the selected dams (D) so that the 
expected number of progeny per dam was 1500/ 
D. The sex of each individual was generated with 
equal probability for male and female. 

In individual selection the proportion selected 
that maximizes the response after a finite number 
of generations is below 50 %, depending on the 
number of generations and the number of mea-
sured individuals (SMITH 1969; ROBERTSON 1970). 
In addition, one should score and select equal 
numbers of males and females in each generation 
(.16DAR and LÖPEZ-FANJUL 1977). In the present 
study no attempt was made to reveal the selection 
intensity that would maximize the genetic gain 
after 30 generations. The sizes of the selected 
groups in each generation were 50d + 509 and 
100d + 100. 

lnbreeding periods of three generations were 
used, interrupted by non-inbreeding periods of 
three or six generations. At every combination of 
parameters 25 replicate runs were performed. 
The average of the replicate runs was calculated 
for each desired variable. Ali the results given in 
the present study are those averages. 

The initial mean of the character selected for 
(egg mass production in poultry) was set to be 
40 g. 

Results 
In comparing the responses attained by different 
breeding programmes, one has to consider, also, 
the genetic variation remaining in the tina! gen-
eration. The possibilities for further responses 
are strictly dependent on the allelic variation at 
loci. The fixation of both alfeles has been more 
rapid in the strong selection (50d + 509) than in 
the less intensive selection (100d + 1009) for ali 
parameter combinations (Table 1). In the less 
intense selection there is practically no fixation of 
the undesirable ahde. Regularly, the fixation of 
the desirable allele has been more rapid in selec-
tion with inbreeding (81 , 82. 133) than in selection 
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Table 1. The percentage of fixed loci in the 3016 generation 
avun/anoo or full.sib maiing in 	generaiiuns 
favouring uf full.sib maiing in generniiuns 
4-6, 
7-9, 
7-9, 

13-15, 
16-18, 
13-15, 

22-24 
25-27 
19-21, 25-27 

11311 
113,1 
03;1 

slegren r dominance is y 
inilia( hernability is 

Proportion selected 

(50d + 5091/1500 1100d + 1009)/1500 

Desirable 
ahde 
fixed 

Undesirable 
allele 
fixed 

Neither 
allele 
fixed 

Desirable 
allele 
fixed 

Undesirable 
ahde 
fixed 

Neither 
allek 
fixed 

1120.2,a da, 13 1 98.0 1.3 0.7 96.8 0.1 3.1 
98.6 0.1 1.3 92.0 0.0 8.0 

dus 13 , 97.5 0.6 1.9 92.8 0.0 7.2 
95.8 0.0 4.2 74.3 0.0 25.7 

du.5 02 91.3 3.5 5.2 82.1 0.0 17.9 
13, 91.6 3.9 4.5 85.8 0.2 14.0 

87.0 2.4 10.6 58.5 0.0 41.5 

LI, 89.5 2.5 8.0 70.1 0.0 29.9 
03  89.2 2.8 8.0 74.5 0.1 25.4 

82.2 0.8 17.0 48.9 0.0 51.1 

without inbreeding (A) for the selected number 
1000" + looy (Table I). For the selected number 
50d + 50 9 this difference is small, and the use 
of inbreeding has clearly accelerated the fixation 
of the undesirable ahde. Evidently, for the se-
Iected number 500' + 509 the increase of re-
sponse caused by inbreeding has not been large 
enough to compensate the reduction of effective 
population size. 

1n the absence of complete fixation at ali loci 
the comparison of responses is not possible on 
the basis of Table I. The tinat mean frequency of 
the desirable allele at loci indicates a lower genet-
ic gain in selection with inbreeding (B3, 112, 133) 
than in selection without inbreeding (A) for the 
selected number 50d' + soy (Table 2). In the teos 
intensive selection (1000' + 1009) the situation is 
reverse, and for the initial heritability 0.075 the 
best response for both degrees of dominance has 
been produced by this selection intensity with 
inbreeding (Table 2). For the initial heritability 
0.25 these differences are margioal. The same 
kind of observations on responses can be made 
by considering the obtained phenotypic popula-
tion means (Table 3). 

ln general, the standard errors of the replicate 
averages are much larger for the strong selection 
than for the less intensive selection (Table 3). For 
the selected number 50d + soy with inbreeding 

Table 2. The mean frequency of the desirable ahde at the se-
lected loci in the 3016 generation. The halla] frequency is 0.5. 
A: avo/dance of full.sib maling in all generalions 
/3: favuoring of fuIl-sib maiing in generations 

	

4-6, 15-15,22-24 	030 

	

7-9, 16-18, 25-27 	(132) 
7-9, 13-15, 19-21, 25-27(83) 

a,, degree of dominance is y 
initial hernabilny 1s 

Proportion selected 

(513c, + 509)/1500 (100cf + 1009)/1500 

11'0 25u (1.5 B, 0.984 0.996 
A 0.996 0.996 

B, 0.989 0.995 
A 0.993 0.979 

h2,,,u55 133  0.950 0.976 
B, 0.948 0.979 
A 0.955 0.952 

B, 0.952 0.962 
13, 0.949 0.963 
A 0.951 0.926 

(8,, 02, 133) the standard errors are considerably 
larger than for that without inbreeding (A). For 
the selected number 1000' + 1009 these difTer-
ences are not obvious, indicating that in enhanc-
ing genetic progress by inbreeding there is not 
inevitably an increase in the variability of re- 
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Table 3. The population mean of the selected kai( in the 30Ih 
generation. The initial population muun 
is 408. 
8, avernge ui Ihe 25 replIcale mm (g) 

standard error of 
A: ayoidance ui full-sib mahti; in ali gcnerations 
0: favouring of full-sib mating in gencrations: 

4-6, 13-15, 22-24 (5 )) 
7-9, 16-18, 25-27 (B2) 
7-9, 13-15, 19-21, 25-27 (132) 
degree of dominance is y 

112,: initial heritability is z 

Proportion selected 

(50CP-4-509)/1500 (100cf +1009)/1500 

s. 

10.220  4.2  43, 60.15±0.22 60.84±0.11 
A 60.75±0.09 60.81±0.04 

do  B, 56.25±0.15 56.73±0.04 
A 56.75±0.05 56.50±0.06 

h50022  Jo  B2  50.07±0.23 51.04±0.06 
132  50.00±0.25 51.20±0.10 
A 50.39±0.19 50.65±0.06 

d0. B2  48.08±0.19 48.91±0.07 
02  47.89±0.19 48.66±0.06 
A 48.34±0.11 48.25±0.06 

sponse (Table 3). The same ranking as in stan-
dard errors can be seen in the coefficients of 
variation.of the final response (Table 4). 

The extra genetic gain obtained by the inbreed-
ing method for the selected number 100d + 1009 
is marginal when the initial heritability is 0.25 
(Table 4). For the initial heritability 0.075 the ex-
tra gain due to inbreeding is 4-8 % (Table 4). For 
the selected number 50c1 + 509 there is a loss of 
3-5 % caused by inbreeding, and the use of an 
additional inbreeding period in 133  has increased 
the loss and the coeflicient of variation a little 
(Table 4). 

ln generation zero only phenotypic selection of 
females could be accomplished, and they were 
mated with sampled males. The consequence is 
observable as slow first-generation responses 
(Fig. la-b, Fig. 2a-b). 1n considering the rale of 
genetic progress over the whole breeding pro-
cess, for the selected number 100d + 1009 there 
has been only a minor advantage from the periods 
of inbreeding and between-family selection when 
the initial heritability is 0.25 (Fig. la-b). For the 
selected number 500' + 509 any kind of advant-
age from inbreeding is non-existent (Fig. la-b). 

Table 4. The response after 30 generations of selection (R), its coeflicient of variation (CV), and the 
response with inbreeding / the response without inbreeding (Ro/R.,) 
A) avoidanct ui full-sib mann); In ali generaiions 

13) favouring of full-sib mann)) in generalions 
4-6, 15-15, 22-24 1134 
7-9, 16-18, 25-27 (13,) 
7-9, 15-15, 19-21, 25-27 (BO 

degrce ui durninance is y 

inbial herilabilily Is 

Proportion selected 

(50d + 509)/1500 (100Cf + 1009)/1500 

CV (%) Ro/k. (%) CV (%) Ra/R. (%) 

h232s0  d. B, 20.15 5.4 97.1 20.84 2.6 100.1 
20.75 2.3 20.81 1.1 

do. B, 16.25 4.7 97.0 16.73 1.3 101.4 
16.75 1.5 16.50 1.7 

h20075 42  132  10.07 11.3 96.9 11.04 2.8 103.7 
132  10.00 12.5 96.2 11.20 4.5 105.2 
A 10.39 8.9 10.65 2.9 

dna 01 8.08 11.7 96.9 8.91 4.0 108.0 
e, 7.89 11.9 94.6 8.66 3.7 105.6 
A 8.34 6.4 8.25 3.6 
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Fig. la and b. Progress in the selected trait. The initial 
heritability is 0.25. a degree of dominance 0.5. b degree 
of dominance 0.8. 
Avoidance of full-sib mating in ali generations (A): 
—Å— proportion selected (50d + 509)/1500 
—411— proportion selected (100d + 1009)/1500 
Favouring of full-sib mating in generations 4-6, 13-15, 
22-24 (13,): 
•••A••• proportion selected (50d + soy)/1500 
•••0••• proportion selected (100d + 1009)/1500 

Likewise, for the initial heritability 0.075 there 
has been no advantage from using inbreeding in 
the strong selection (Fig. 2a). This result is very 
uniform for both degrees of dominance, in spite 
of the larger inbreeding depression for the degree 
of dominance 0.8. For the degree of dominance 
0.8 inbreeding in the less intensive selection has 
not been advantageous before generations 13-15 
(Fig. 2b). For the degree of dominance 0.5 al-
ready an earlier use of inbreeding (generations 7-
9) seems to have been of some advantage to pro-
gress. 
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Fig. 2a and b. Progress in the selected trait. The initial 
heritability is 0.075. a proportion selected (50d + 50?), 
1500. b proportion selected (100cf + 1009)/1500. 
dy: degree of dominance is y 

avoidance of full-sib mating in ali generations (A) 
	 favouring of full-sib mating in generations 7-9, 

16-18, 25-27(112) 
favouring of full-sib mating in generations 7-9', 
13-15, 19-21, 25-27 (133) 

Discussion 

The results obtained in the present study for the 
initial heritability 0.075 are fairly similar to those 
in an earlier study for the initial heritability 0.25 
(SIRKKOMAA and MAIJALA 1980). In that earlier 
study with 108 loci the standardized effect of each 
locus (r) was 0.136. In the present study with 32 
loci it is nearly the same (0.137) because' the 
phenotypic standard deviation is 7.0 in both 
cases. The coefficient of selection (s) against the 
inferior homozygote at each locus is approxi- 

52-
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46 
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mately ir, where i is the intensity of selection 
(e.g., FALCONER 1981). Thus, for the proportion 
selected (10cf + looy)fmoo used in the earlier 
study and for the proportion selected (100d + 
loop)/isoo of the present study the coefficients 
of selection are about 0.28 and 0.22, respectively. 
In the inbreeding generations of the earlier study 
the proportion selected was (100d + 100?)/I400, 
corresponding to the coefficient of selection 0.21. 
For the degree of dominance d (favourable allele 
A1  partially dominant over A2) the relative fit-
nesses of the genotypes A lA i, A1A2  and A2A2  are 
I, 1—s(1—d)/2 and I-s, respectively. In random 
mating the expected frequencies of AiA l, A 1 A 2  
and A2A2  in the progeny population are p2, 2p(1-
p) and (I-p)2, respectively (p is the frequency of 
A1  in the selected group of the previous genera-
tion). As a result of inbreeding among selected 
individuals the corresponding genotype frequen-
cies in the progeny population are (132 + v )(1—F) 
+ Fp, 2(po—p) — V)(1—F) and (0—p)f + 

—F) + F(I —13), where F is the inbreeding coef-
ficient (p and Vp  are the mean and the variance of 
the frequency of A1  among IXISS Ible suberouas In 
the selected group of the previous generation). 
On the basis of the frequencies and the fitnesses 
of genotypes the expected change of gene fre-
quency per generation can be calculated (e.g., 
FALCONER 1981). Assuming individual selection 
and Vp  = 0, the expected change of the frequency 
of the favourable allele A1  in an inbred population 
was compared with that in a population with ran-
dom-mating proportions (Fig. 3a—b). In spite of 
being calculated for a special case, this picture 
shows the magnitude of the expected superiority 
of selecting in an inbred population. The absolute 
difference in the amount of gene frequency 
change is highest at frequencies 0.6-0.7 (Fig. 3b), 
suggesting that the optimum time for the first 
phase of inbreeding is not too late in the selection 
process. This was an observation in thc previous 
study (SIRKKOMAA and MAIIAI.A 1980). 

The inbreeding coefficient (F) produced by ran-
dom mating of t generations and after that by 
inbreeding is: 

F = 1 —(1 —1/(2N,)) (1-0, 

where f is the inbreeding coefficient achieved by 
consanguineous mating and IV, is the effective 
population size during random mating (e.g., CR« 
and KIM URA 1970). In the present simulation mod-
el the mating is accomplished so that in the ab-
sence of selection the number of gametes contrib-
uted per female 10 the group of breeding individu- 

als of the next generation would be binomially 
distributed with mean N/No  and variance N(I — 1/ 
No)/No, where No  is the number of females and N 
is the total size of the group of breeding individu-
als (N = No+NI, where N1  is the number of 
males). However, in the present simulation the 
number of gametes per male is not binomially 
distributed. The number of females mated per 
male (X) has the binomial distribution with mean 
No/Ni  and variance No(I — 1/Ni)/N 1. The number 
of gametes per male (Y) has the following condi-
tional distributions given X=x: 

P(Y = YIX = x) = (1.1  )(x/No)Y (1_ x/N)" 

y=0,...,N 	if 0<x<No 

P(Y=OIX=0) = 1 

P(Y=NIX=No) = I. 

The mean of Y is simply N/NI, but the variance is 
N/N 	+ N(N — 1)(1%4(1 — I/N 1)/N i + N52/N 1 2)/N52  
— N2/N12. Assuming random mating and no selcc-
tion, for the breeding numbers 10d + icroy and 
100d + 100? the effective sizes 33.6 and 133.8 
were calculated, respectively. If full-sib mating is 
avoided the effective sizes are somewhat larger 
(JACQUARD 1971). In artificial selection the effec-
tive population size can be smaller, especially if 
selection is strong and much weight is given to 
the family averages, as is the case in combined 
selection for a low-heritability character with a 
small phenotypic intra-family correlation (Ro-
BERTSON 1961). 

It was calculated that for the effective size 33.6 
the inbreeding coefficients produced by one, two 
and three generations of full-sib mating after 
seven generations of random mating are about 
0.325, 0.437 and 0.550, respectively. These coef-
ficients are relevant to the first period of inbreed-
ing in the earlier study ,(Fig. 2, SIRKKONIAA and 
MAIJALA 1980). For the effective size 133.8 the 
corresponding inbreeding coefficients are about 
0.269,0.391 and 0.513, being relevant to the pres-
ent study (Fig. 2b). The extra gain in cumulative 
response due to inbreeding is about 5 % for the 
degree of dominance 0.5 (Table 4). In that earlier 
study the extra gain was about 20 % for the de-
gree of dominance 0.5 (Fig. 2, SIRKKOAIAA and 
MAIJALA 1980). Compared to the present investi-
gation the larger relative superiority of the selec-
tion with inbreeding over selection without in-
breeding (20 %) is only to a minor extent due to 
the more rapid increase of the inbreeding coeffi-
cient described above, because the effect of a 
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Flg. 3a and b. The expected change of gene frequency 
in an inbred population (R.,) compared with that in a 
random-bred population (R) as a function of the fre-
quency of the favourable allele and the eoefficient of 
inbreeding. The degree of dominance over the un- 

small difference in F is not large (Fig. 3a). The 
main reason for the discrepancy is that in the 
present study the breeding group was 100d + 
1009 in each generation, whereas in the earlier 
study the breeding group was 10cP + 1009 in the 
non-inbreeding generations, resulting in a severe 
loss of the cumulative response for the selection 
with avoidance of full-sib mating in each genera-
tion. 

For the breeding number 50cf + 509 the effec-
tive population size in the present simulation is 
about 67.1, if random mating and no selection are 
assumed. The inbreeding coefficients produced 
by one, two and three generations of full-sib mat-
ing after seven generations of random mating 
with the effective size 67.1 are about 0.288, 0.407 
and 0.526, respectively. These coefficients differ 
only slightly from 0.269, 0.391 and 0.513, which 
are relevant to the effective size 133.8 of the 
breeding number 100d + 1009. The inbreeding 
depression observed in the total progeny popula- 
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favourable allele is 0.8. The coefficient of selection 
against the recessive homozygote is 0.22. a proportion 
of responses (12../R). b difference of responses (R,R). 
F,: coefficient of inbreeding is x. 

tion in generations 8-10 and in other inbred 
phases is larger for the selected number 100cr + 
1009 than for 50cl + 509 (Fig. 2a-b). This is 
probably mainly due to differences in the vari-
ance of gene frequency (Vb) among the full-sib 
families of the group selected in the previous 
generation, because F and p are approximately 
the same for both intensities of selection. The 
same kind of considerations with respect to in-
breeding depression appl ,  to the mitta! heritabil-
ity 0.25 (Fig. la-b). ln the inbreeding generations 
there are, on an average, 3.3 and 13.3 full-sib 
families selected from 50 and 100 families for the 
strong selection and for the less intensive selec-
tion, respectively. 11 is quite natural that Vb  is 
larger in the !atter case. The superiority of the 
between-family selection with inbreeding over 
the selection without inbreeding depends on the 
genetic variance among the full-sib families of the 
progeny population. The results indicate that the 
extra response due 10 inbreeding is smaller than 

2.0- 

1.5- 

1.0- 
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that calculated for individual selection (Fig. 3a). 
An explanation for this is that the combined se-
lection of high eflicacy was used in the selection 
without inbreeding. 

The variance of the change of gene frequency 
per generation is increased if there is an inbreed-
ing departure from random mating proportions in 
the group of breeding individuals and the number 
of gametes contributed per parent is not binomial-
ly distributed (Caow and KIMURA 1970). As a result 
the cumulative response is lowered and its vari-
ability is increased. In comparing the results ob-
tained by selection and inbreeding with those 
obtained by selection without inbreeding these 
effects are clearly seen for the selected number 
50d + 509 (Tables 1, 3 and 4). The variation of 
the final response is an important factor in pian-
ning breeding programmes (e.g., NICHOLAS 1980). 
In reality only one experiment is often per-
formed. Thus, for a large variation of response 
the gain in the last generation of the programme 
can be almost anything regardless of the expected 
result. 

The breeding method of the present study can 
be considered as an example of subdivision in 
selection. In some earlier studies on the use of 
subdivided population structures in improving 
the response to selection, a population was divid-
ed into small isolated sublines, and there was 
within-line selection interrupted cyclically by one 
generation with selection between Iines and with 
crossing the best Iines for a new subdivision (ani-
mal experiments, e.g. MAOA LENA and ROBERTSON 
1974; KATZ and ENFIELD 1977; RATHIE and NICHO-
LAS 1980). The selection response of several gen-
erations in a subdivided population was in no 
case better than that in one large population with 
the same intensity of selection. Howcver, MAI)A-
LENA and HILL (1972) found in their simulation 
study that in the case of complete dominance 
there is some advantage to response in intermedi-
ate generations from between-line selection per-
formed at tater times in the process, provided that 
the recessive alkio is 51 a low initial frequency. In 
the present study with intermediate initial allele 
frequencies at loci the selection was performed 
between full-sib families in each inbreeding gen-
eration, in other generations there was combined 
selection and no subdivision in the group selected 
for breeding. The superiority in using this method 
seems to depend on the number of families select-
ed for inbreeding and on the effects of loci. In the 
present method the between-line selection in ear-
ly generations is of no use either. For a trait  

affected by loci with large standardized effects 
there is practically no use of the method in ques-
tion oven in the case of a considerable degree of 
dominance. DICK ENSON and 1.1Noti (1977) pointed 
out that the expected gains from cyclical selec-
tion between inbred families are larger for traits 
with a low heritability and when there is little 
environmental correlation among family mem-
bers. Deductions of this kind were made earlier 
by LUSH (1945), and the results of the present 
simulation study support them. 

Because the results suggest that a rather weak 
selection is needed for the inbreeding method 10 
be better Ihan selection without inbreeding, the 
extra gain in genetic progress is not attainable jaa 
short-term breeding programme. In a selection 
programme of only a few generations the expect-
ed gain is maximized by a small proportion select-
ed, in which case inbreeding is not beneficial 
according to the present results. This means that 
similar short-term gains as in a structured popula-
tion can be obtained simply by using more intense 
selection in one large population (MADALENA and 
Hui. 1972). However, the variability of response 
can be large in such a very iniense selcction. In 
addition to the considerations above, ROBER I SON 
(1970) showed that in individual selection it 
would be possible to increase the advance at 
intermediate generations by allowing the propor-
tion selected to decline with time. The extra gain 
with respect to the optimum fixed proportion se-
lected is around 4 % in many cases and is never 
more Ihan a few percent. 

In the simulation the decline in fertility and the 
appearance of genetic defects due to inbreeding 
were ignorcd. In reality ali the deterioration 
caused by inbrceding will not be associated with 
the individuals which are culled from the breed-
ing group on the basis of their low performance in 
the character selected for. The problem is expect-
ed to diminish if this character is closcly corre-
lated 10 fertility. Epistatic models would be worth 
studying, especially as Sewall Wright has repeat-
edly considered the importance of epistasis to 
selection response in subdivided population 
structures (e.g., %KIM' 1977). 
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LOHG-TERM RESPONSE TO SELECTION WITH INBREE0ING 

IN ALTERNATE GENERATIONS 

SAMPO SIRKKOMAA, FINLAND 
Department of Animal Breeding, University of Helsinki, Finland 

SUMMARY 

The ratc of genetic progress In selectIng for a character with female pheno-
types only was studled usIng two single-locus determinIstic models and one 
simulation model with 32 loci (two alleles with InItIal frequencles of 0.5 at 
each locus). There was random mating In ali generatIons or random mating and 
full-slb mating 1n alternate generatIons among the selected IndivIduals. 

For determinIstic models the saving of time due to Inbreeding in reachIng 
a glven proportIon of the maximum response (50, 75 and 90 %) was about 20-40 %, 
IncreasIng with the degree of domlnance and with the proportIon of the maximum 
response. For slmulation the corresponding savIng of time was about 10-20 %. It 
was concluded that the models generally exaggerate the advantage from the 
InbreedIng method In real populatlons, the success dependIng deelsively on the 
genetic compositIon of the base populatIon. 

INTRODUCTION 

In anlmal breedIng lt 1s a common procedure to use random mating or to avold 
matIngs between close relatives among the Indlviduals selected to produce the 
next generatIon. However, if only genetic varlatIon and the response to selectIon 
are consIdered, It has been known for a long time that some form of InbreedIng 
might be of use (e.g. Wright 1942, Lush 1945). For instance, full-slb mating and 
random mating (or outbreedIng) In alternate generatlons has been proposed 
(DIckerson 1973, DIckerson and Lindh e 1977). Recently, thls kind of method has 
been studled 1n Japanese quall by MacNell et al. (1984a,b), and In flour beetles 
by Olon and MInvIelle (1985). They found no advantage of the Inbreeding method 
to the total response to selection. The present study compares some results on 
the subject got by deterministic models with those of slmulatIon for a character 
manifesting Itself 1n one sex only. 

METHODS 

Determlnistic course of selection at one locus. 

Model 1. The frequencies and the relatIve fltnesses of the genotypes In 
an arbltrary Inbred generatIon t-1 are (fltness values of males are appi.oxlmate 
in the full-slb selectIon based on sisters): 

Geno- Fre- Fitness Frequency 1n the selected group 
type quency Females Males Females Males 

A
1 A1  P1  

1 1 P1'1.P
1
/W1' 

Pm1=P1/Wm 
A
I
A
2 

P
2 

1-hs 1-hsr Pf2=P2(1-hs)/Wf  Pm2=P2(1-hsr)/W
m 

A
2
A
2 

P
3 

1-s 1-sr P1'3.P
3
(1-s)/W1' P

m3
=P
3
(1-sr)/W 

where h=(1-d)/2 (d Is the degree of domlnance in terMs of Falconer (1981)), s Is 
the coeffIclent of selectIon and r Is the coefflelent of relatIonship by Wright. 
Wf and Wm  are the mean fltnesses of females and males, respectIvely. The 
coefficlent r between full-slbs was assumed to be a constant of 0.6 because each 
Inbred generatIon was produced by full-slb mating (In fact there'w111 he 
a slIght Increase 1n r In the course of generatIons). 

In random mating among the selected individuals of generatIon t-1 the 
frequencles of different mating comblnations (He) and the genotype distrIbutIon 
In the progeny populatIon t are: 
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MC In genera-
tIon t-I 

A
l
A
l
xA

1
A
2 

A
1
A
I
xA

2
A2 

A
1
A
2
xA

2
A
2 

A
l
A
l
xA

I
A
I 

A A xA A 
2 	2 	. 2 	2 

A
I
A
2
xA

1
A
2 

Frequency 

Q
I
=P

f1
P
m2+Pf2Pml 

Q
2f1P

m3
+P

f3
P
m1 

Q
3
=P

f2
P
m3+Pf3Pm2 

Q
4
=P

fl
P
ml 

Q
5
=PP 

Q
6
=P

f2
P
m2 

Genotype distrIbutIon In generation t 

1/2 A
1
A
I 

1/2 A
I
A
2 

A
I
A
2 

1/2 A
1
A
2 	

1/2 A
2
A
2 

A
l
A
l 

A
2
A
2 

1/4 AIAI  1/2 A
I
A
2 	

1/4 A
2
A
2 

1n the selected female group of generation t the proportIons of the 
progeny of different mating comhInatIons and the gene frequencies are: 

MC in genera-
tion t-1 

AlAixAIA2  

AlAixA2A2  

A
I
A
2
xA

2
A
2 

AlAixAIA, 

A2A2xA2A2  

A1 A2xAIA2  

ProportIon of progeny 
In the selected females 

Q f1 =Q1(1-hs/2)/Wf  
Q=12

2
(I-hs)/W

f 

Q
f3

=Q
3
(1-s(h+1)/2)/W 

f4=Q4/Wf 
Q
f5=Q5(1-s)/W 

Q
f6

=Q
6
(1-s(h+1/2)/2)/W

f 

Frequency of allele A1 
In the selected females 

pf1=1/2(1+(1-hs)/2)/(1-hs/2) 

Pf2=1/2  
pf3.1/4(1-hs)/(1-s(h+1)/2) 

Pf4=1  

P f5=0 

pf6=1/4(2-hs)/(1-s(h+1/2)/2) 

In the selected male group of generation t the corresponding frequencies of A1  
are: pm1=3/4, pm2=1/2, pm3=1/4, pm4=1, pm5=0 and p=1/2. 

In the next generation t+1, after random mating within the six classes of 
the selected group of generation t (full-sib mating), the genotype frequencies 
are: 

Genotype Frequency 

A
1
A
1 
	

PI=QflPflPm1+Q T2Pf2Pm2+12f3Pf3Pm3+Qf44.9f6Pf6Pm6 
A
I
A
2 
	

13 2=Qf1"1-Pfl)Pml"f1(1-Pm1))+12f2"1-Pf2)Pm2"f2(1-Pm2))  

+(2f3f3)13m3"f3(1-Pm3))+Qf6f6)Pm6"f6(1-Pm6))  

P3=r2f1(1-Pf1)(1-Pm1)+Qr2(1-Pf2)(1-Pm2)+Qf3(1-Pf3)(1-3m3)  
+Q f5+Q f6(1-pf6)(1-Pm6 ) 

After this the calculation was continued as in generation t-1. In each 
generation the frequency of allele A1 was calculated from genotype frequencies. 
The departure from Hardy-Weinberg proportions (F) was also calculated from 
genotype frequencies. 

Model 2.  In any generation the genotype frequencies and the relative 
fitnesses are: 

Genotype 	Frequency 	 Fitness of females 

A
1
A
1 	PI=PfPm(1-F)+PF 	

1 

A
I
A
2 	132=(Pf(1-Pm)+(1-Pf)Pm)(1-F) 	1-hs 

A
2
A
2 	P3=(1-P f )(1-pm)(1-F)+(1-p)F 	1-s 

where pf  and pm  are the frequencies of allele A1  among the selected females and 
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males of the previous generation respectively, and p=(pf+pm)/2. 
The difference in the frequency of allele A1  between the selected female 

group and the unselected population (Apf) is (P1+P2(1-hs)/2)/Wf-p. The 
corresponding difference with respect to males in full-sib selection (Apm) is 
assumed to be rApf. In the progeny population the frequency of A1  is 
p+(Apf+Apm)/2. In inbred generations F and r were assumed to be 0.25 and 0.60 
respectively, in other generations values of 0.0 and 0.5 were used. 

In calculating results for models 1 and 2 there was no selection among 
males in generation 0 because the initial relationships were assumed to be un-
known. In generation 0 the population was in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for en 
initial gene frequency of 0.5. In even generations there was random mating, 
otherwise full-sib mating (except for the case with random mating in ali 
generations). 

Simulation.  

The method of simulation was as outlined in previous studles (Sirkkomaa and 
Maijala 1980, Sirkkomaa 1984). The character selected for was determined by 32 
equivalent, practically unlinked loci which were initially in Hardy-Weinberg and 
linkage equilibrium. In generation 0 the phenotypic variance was 49.0. The 
initial heritability in the narrow sense was 0.075 or 0.250. 

Females were selected by using phenotypic values. The males chosen to 
breed were full-brothers of the selected females, taken from the relevant 
sibships as evenly as possible. For maximizing the ultimate response half the 
population was selected in each generation ((100d'+100)/400). In generation 0 
males were not selected. In alternate generations full-sib mating was avoided 
and favoured as completely as possible. A male could mate with several females 
due to the random drawing of males for mating pairs. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For a weak selection (s=0.02) the rate of change in the departure from 
Hardy-Weinberg proportions (F) was very similar to the case of a neutral locus 
(Table 1). During the first 20 generations only a minor increase in the frequency 
of the favourable allele was obtained (about 0.045). For the higher coefficients 
of selection the rise in gene frequency wa considerably larger than that for 
the weak selection, being about 0.338 for s=0.20. The rise in F was lower for 
the strong selection than that for the weak one (Table 1). 

A general observation from Table 1 is that for a weak selection F is about 
1/3 in inbred generations almost ali the time during which p changes from its 
initial value towards 1. For a strong selection F in inbred generations is 
clearly below 1/3 most of the time of gene frequency change. Thus, the weaker 

lable 1. The departure from Hardy-Weinberg proportions (F) and the frequency of 
the favourable allele (p). The coefficient of selection is s. The degree of 
dominance over the unfavourable allele is 0.5. In generation 0 p was 0.5. In odd 
generations there was full-sib mating, otherwise random mating 

Inbred generation (model 1) 
s 2 4 6 8 10 20 

.00 F .250 .313 .328 .332 .333 .333 

.02 F .249 .311 .326 .330 .331 .332 
p .503 .508 .512 .517 .522 .545 

.11 F .244 .303 .318 .321 .322 ..322 
p .518 .543 .568 .593 .617 .720 

.20 F .238 .294 .307 .310 .311 .313 

P .533 .579 .623 .664 .701 .838 
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Table 2. The number of generatiohs (G) needed to attain a given frequency of the 
favourable allele and the decrease in time due to full-sib mating (D) for 
deterministic models with various degrees of dominance (d) and coefficients of 
selection (s). The relative deviations from the results of simulation (Table 3) 
are also given (RD). The initial frequency of the favourable allele was 0.5. 
A: random mating in ali generations; B: random mating and full-sib mating in 
alternate generations (81= model 1, 02= model 2) 

s 

.02 

.11 

.20 

d 

.2 

.5 

.8 

.2 

.5 

.8 

.2 

.5 

.8 

B 
1 

B 
A
2 

B 
1 

B 
A
2 

B 
1 

B 
A2 

B 
B1 

A
2 

B 
B
1 

A
2 

1133
2 

A 

B
1 

0
2 

A 

0
1 

B 
A
2 

B 
1 

B
2 

A 

Frequency of 	the favourable allele 
0.750 0.875 0.950 
G 

121 
131 
154 

129 
140 
169 

138 
151 
189 

22 
24 
28 

24 
25 
31 

26 
27 
34 

13 
13 
15 

13 
14 
17 

15 
15 
19 

D(%) 

21.4 
14.9 

23.7 
17.2 

27.0 
20.1 

21.4 
14.3 

22.6 
19.4 

23.5 
20.6 

13.3 
13.3 

23.5 
17.6 

21.1 
21.1 

RD(%) 

-21.4 
-14.3 
- 	9.7 

-17.2 
-13.8 
- 	6.1 

-10.3 
- 	6.9 
- 	8.1 

-18.8 
-18.8 
-16.7 

-23.5 
-17.6 
-10.5 

-16.7 
-16.7 
- 	5.0 

G 

218 
238 
283 

244 
268 
335 

279 
311 
422 

40 
43 
51 

45 
48 
60 

51 
56 
76 

22 
23 
27 

25 
26 
33 

29 
31 
41 

D(%) 

23.0 
15.9 

27.2 
20.0 

33.9 
26.3 

21.6 
15.7 

25.0 
20.0 

32.9 
26.3 

18.5 
14.8 

24.2 
21.2 

29.3 
24.4 

RD(%) 

-20.0 
-14.0 
-12.1 

-16.7 
-11.1 

	

- 	7.7 

-15.0 

	

- 	6.7 

	

+ 	1.3 

-21.4 
-17.9 
-12.9 

-16.7 
-13.3 

	

- 	5.7 

-14.7 

	

- 	8.8 

	

+ 	5.1 

G 

337 
368 
442 

394 
436 
563 

482 
547 
826 

61 
66 
79 

71 
78 

101 

88 
98 

149 

33 
35 
43 

39 
43 
55 

49 
53 
81 

D(%) 

23.8 
16.7 

30.0 
22.6 

41.6 
33.8 

22.8 
16.5 

29.7 
22.8 

40.9 
34.2 

23.3 
18.6 

29.1 
21.8 

39.5 
34.6 

RD(%) 

-20.8 
-14.3 
-13.2 

-16.5 
- 	8.2 
- 	1.9 

-10.2 
0.0 

+21.1 

-21.4 
-16.7 
- 	6.5 

-15.2 
- 	6.5 
+ 	1.9 

- 	9.3 
- 	1.9 
+20.9 

the selection, the larger the advantage from inbreeding to the rate of response 
might he with respect to random mating in ali generations. 1n general, this 
reasoning seems to he true in comparing the D values of different strengths of 
selection within the degrees of dominance (model 1, Table 2), but the 
differences are not large. 

The approximate coefficients of selection at individual loci in simulation 
(Table 3) were calculated in the common way (e.g. Falconer 1981, p. 186). 1n 
general, the progress in gene frequency for the deterministic models was more 
rapid than that for simulat1on (RD, Table 2). The deviations from the results of 
simulation were lowest for random mating, except in the case of long-term 
response for a degree of dominance of 0.8. The results for model 2 were closer 
to simulation than those for model 1 (Table 2). The change of F given by model 1 
would he realized only in a very large population. 
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Table 3. The number of generations (G) needed to attain a given mean frequency of 
the favourable allele at 32 loci and the decrease in time due to full-sib mating 
(D), results averaged from 50 replicate runs of simulation. The initial frequency 
of the favourable allele at each locus was 0.5. The proportion selected was 
(100dr+1009 )1400 in each generation. 
d: degree of dominance; h2: initial heritability; s: coefficient of selection at 
each locus (approximately) 

avoiding full-sib mating in ali generations 
avoiding and favouring full-sib mating in alternate generations 

h
2 

frequency of the 	favourable allele 
0.750 0.875 0.950 
G D(%) G D(%) G D(%) 

.075 .2 B 28 9.7 50 13.8 77 15.4 

(s0.11) 
31 58 91 

.5 B 29 12.1 54 16.9 85 17.5 
A 33 65 103 

.8 0 29 21.6 60 20.0 98 20.3 
A 37 75 123 

.250 .2 B 16 11.1 28 9.7 42 8.7 

(s::“).20) 
18 31 46 

.5 B 17 10.5 30 14.3 46 14.8 
A 19 35 54 

.8 B 18 10.0 34 12.8 54 19.4 
A 20 39 67 

An explanation for the discrepancies in G between the calculated and 
simulated results is, of course, the finite population size existing in 
simulation. It was calculated in an earlier study (Sirkkomaa 1984) that in the 
present simulation model the effective population size in random mating and with 
no selection would be about 134 for a parental group of 1000+1005? , since the 
number of gametes contributed per male to the breeding group of the next genera-
tion is not hinomially distributed. In selection the effective size hecomes st111 
smaller (Robertson 1961). In addition, the decrease of effective size in the 
present simulation is pronounced because the breeding male group is chosen on the 
basis of relationship with the selected females. The random sampling effect is 
also increased because of the use of full-sib mating in the inbreeding method. In 
a simulation experiment using the present model for a population structure of 
(101:r+10? )/60 without selection, the mean time until the fixation of either one 
of the two alleles at ali of the 32 loci (initial gene frequencies 0.5) was in 
mating B about 12 % lower than that in mating A (the average result from 200 
replicate runs). 

In simulation the coefficient of selection (s) is not a constant over 
generations because of the random fluctuation in the number of measured 
individuals (on an average 200 females in each generation) and in the phenotypic 
variance. In the long term s will change due to the decrease in the phenotypic 
variance. The average response at several loci cannot be equal to the response 
at one locus, even in the absence of linkage and epistasis. 

The saving of time due to inbreeding in reaching a given gene frequency is 
about 20-40 % for the single-locus deterministic models (D, Table-2) and about 
10-20 % for simulation (D, Table 3). On the basis of the calculated models, in 
attaining a given response the saving of time due to inbreeding should increase 
with an increasing degree of dominance and with an increasing magnitude in the 
response (Table 2). Thus, the advantage from inbreeding should be largest for 
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a degree of dominance of 0.8 in the long-term selection. In general, these 
predictions are seen in the results of simulation (Table 3). However, there are 
exceptions from these rules (mainly in the stronger selection). The advantage 
from inbreeding should he somewhat larger for a weak selection than for a strong 
one (Table 2). This rule is striking in the results of simulation, with one 
exception (Table 3). 

In the real populations with inbreeding there is usually a decline in the 
characters concerning fertility and viability, due to increasing homozygosity at 
ali loci. The magnitude of this decline is not predictable in detail, but it 
depends decisively on dominance relations at loci and on the genetic composition 
of the base population. Ali kind of deterioration must have its effects on the 
efficacy of selection for any trait and on the effective population size. In the 
experiments of MacNell et al. (1984a,b) and of Olon and Minvielle (1985) there 
was no advantage from alternate full-sib mating to the total response. However, 
these were short-term experlments of 15-17 generations. In the present simulation 
the responses at generation 20 of the inbreeding method for initial 	• 
heritabilities of 0.075 and 0.250 were 8-20 % and 9-10 % larger than those of 
random mating, respectively (depending on the degree of dominance). 

It is clear that the results given by most models exaggerate the advantage 
of inbreeding to the selection response because ali the genetic complexity cannot 
he concerned in affecting them. 
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Ultimate response to selection with alternate random and 

full-sib mating generations 

S. Sirkkomaa 

Department of Animal Breeding, University of Helsinki, 

SF-00710 Helsinki 71, Finland 

Summary. The response to selection for a character manifesting 

itself in females only and the average number of generations 

until fixation were studied by simulation and by transition 

probability matrix calculation. Long-term response was also 

studied by a deterministic model. Females were selected on the 

basis of phenotypic values, whereas the breeding males were 

full-brothers of the selected females. There was random mating 

in ali generations (in simulation avoiding full-sib mating), 

or random mating and full-sib mating in alternate generations 

(the inbreeding system). 

In the simulation of a fairly large population (100 fe-

males and 100 males selected from 400 individuals), the ulti-

mate responses for the random-mating and the inbreeding systems 

were practically the same. However, the fixation at ali of the 

32 loci initially with two alleles was reached 12-43 % faster 

in the latter system, depending on the degree of dominance 

(0.2, 0.5, 0.8), on initial gene frequency at loci (0.25, 0.50, 

0.75) and on the initial heritability (0.075, 0.250). Long-term 

responses in simulation agreed satisfactorily with those in 

deterministic calculation, and the reasons for the differences 

were studied. In the transition probability matrix calculation 

of a small population (effective size < 20), the probability of 

fixation of the favourable allele for the inbreeding system was 

about the same as that 'for the random-mating system, if a 

reduction of 10 % in the effective size due to inbreeding was 

assumed. The average calculated time until the fixation of 

either one of the two alleles was 12-19 % shorter,in the in-

breeding system than in random mating. The possible decreases 

in effective population size and in selection intensity due to 

inbreeding were discussed. 
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Introduction 

The use of intentional inbreeding to increase both heritability 

and the response to selection has not been common in animal 

breeding, mainly because the increasing homozygosity at ali 

segregating loci causes inbreeding depression in many traits. 

The interaction between inbreeding and selection has been 

discussed by several authors (e.g., Wright 1942; Lush 1945). 

On the basis of a selection experiment for litter size in mice, 

Bowman and Falconer (1960) concluded that the use of cyclical 

inbreeding and crossing would not be very promising in the 

improvement of farm animals. However, Dickerson (1973) and 

Dickerson and Lindh e (1977) reasoned that a better selection 

response might be obtained by using full-sib mating and random 

mating in alternate generations than by using random mating in 

ali generations, if there were no large problems with cycle 

interval, selection intensity and effective population size. 

Using this alternating system and individual selection of fe-

males for a biomass index, MacNeil et al. (1984a,b) observed 

no advantage of inbreeding over the random-mating system in 

Japanese quail. Likewise, Dion and Minvielle (1985) found no 

advantage of the alternating system in practicing selection 

for pupal weight in Tribolium. 

The use of random mating and full-sib mating in alternate 

generations might be the best inbreeding method in selecting 

for a character that does not manifest itself in both sexes, 

and some form of sib selection is needed. The heritability in-

creases with the coefficient of inbreeding, and the efficacy 

of sib selection increases with the coefficient of relation-

ship (e.g., Lush 1945; Crow and Kimura 1970). If we consider 

a large population and exclude selection, the coefficient of 

inbreeding (F) and the coefficient of relationship between 

full-sibs (r) in inbred generations of the alternating system 

rapidly rise to 1/3 and 5/8, respectively (calculated on the 

basis of Crow and Kimura (1970), p. 69, 87 and 113). In 

random-bred generations of the alternating system F remains 0, 

but r rises to 2/3. Thus, F does not rise too high in inbred 
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generations, and r is appreciably larger than 1/2 in ali 

generations. Using random mating in ali generations, F and r 
remain 0 and 1/2, respectively. 

In an earlier investigation (Sirkkomaa 1986) the number 

of generations required to attain a given response in the 

random-mating and alternating systems was studied by simulation 

and deterministic calculation. Females were selected on the 

basis of their own phenotypes, and the breeding males were 

selected on the performance of their full-sisters. There was 

some advantage of inbreeding in the rate of response in the 

long term, mainly for high degrees of dominance in weak 

selection. In the present investigation long-term and ultimate 

responses to selection with the random-mating and alternating 

systems were studied by simulation, by transition probability 

matrix calculation and by a deterministic model. 

Methods 

1. Simulation 

Individual (phenotypic) selection was used in selecting fe-

males. The selected male group was formed by drawing full-

brothers of the selected females, as evenly as possible from 

the relevant sibships containing males. 
In each generation a progeny population of T individuals 

was produced by Nf  females and Nm  males chosen to breed. In 

inbreeding generations the mating pairs were formed by sampling 

at random from the selected male group a full-brother for each 

selected female. If no full-brothers were available, any male 

was sampled. In the generations with avoidance of full-sib 

mating a male other than a full-brother was sampled. In both 

cases the sampling was with replacement, so a male could mate 

with several females and paternal half-sibs were produced. 

Because of the mating method, the effective population size is 

smaller than 
Nf+Nm even without selection and for the case of 

Nf=Nm, since the number of gametes contributed per male to the 

breeding group of the next generation does not follow a binomial 

distribution (Sirkkomaa 1984). 

In the random-mating system (A) there was avoiding full-

sib mating in ali generations. In the inbreeding system (B) 

there was avoiding full-sib mating and favouring full-sib 

mating in alternate generations. 
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The T progeny individuals were randomly distributed 

among mating pairs, so that the expected number of progeny 

per pair was T/Nf. The sex of each individual was generated 

with a probability of 1/2 for male and female. In forming 

phenotypes a normally distributed deviate (mean 0, variance 

Vs) was added to the genotypic value of each female. Vs  is 

the constant environmental variance calculated as the initial 

phenotypic variance minus the initial genotypic variance. 

The expected total response at the limit (fixation at 

ali loci) is maximized by individual selection with a propor-

tion selected of 50 % in each generation, if the loci control-

ling the genetic variation of the character in question are 

unlinked (Dempster 1955; Robertson 1960). Moreover, the sex 

ratio should be 1:1 both in the selected group and in the un-

selected population (Jödar and Löpez-Fanjul 1977). In the case 

of skewed phenotypic distributions, the optimum proportion se-

lected may differ from 50 % (Cockerham and Burrows 1980) At 

intermediate values of linkage the optimum proportion is above 

50 %, being 60-70 % in some cases (Robertson 1970). 

In the present study there are departures from the con-

ditions for the "50 % rule" in several respects: sex ratio in 

the unselected population is not a constant of 1:1, males are 

not selected on the basis of phenotype, and there is some 

linkage. It would require large-scale simulations with very 

many replicate runs to determine the precise optimum point for 

each special case, especially as at large values of T the ex-

pected ultimate genetic gain is practically the same for a 

wide range of proportions around 50 % (Robertson 1960). For 

these reasons half the population was selected in each gener-

ation (Nf=N5=100, T=400, or Nf=Nm=15, T=60) to represent the 

optimum proportion. 

There were 32 initially 	diallelic loci equally 

affecting the character selected for, an equal degree of 

dominance (0.2, 0.5 or 0.8) ovet the unfavourable allele at 

each locus, but no interactions between genes at different 

loci (epistasis). In generation zero the genotypes were in 

Hardy-Weinberg proportions according to the same initial gene 

frequency (0.25, 0.50 or 0.75) at each locus, and the gametic 

frequencies were in linkage equilibrium. This kind of situation 

with gene frequencies of 0.5 might be quite realistic after 

a few generations of random mating in a large population 
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derived from a cross between inbred Iines. The initial 

heritability of the character was 0.075 or 0.250]. The initial 
phenotypic variance was 49.0. From the parameters and 

assumptions described above, the values of the three genotypes 
of each locus were calculated 	using the well-known formula 

for the additive genetic variance in a large random-mating 

population 	Falconer 1981). 

At the beginning of each replicate run'the structure of 

the genome was generated by taking into account some features 

of the chromosomal composition of Gallus domesticus, as 

described in an earlier study (Sirkkomaa and Maijala 1980). 

In these procedures the main principles were the division of 

the genome into macrochromosomes and microchromosomes (a total 

of 39) and the random scattering of loci along them from the 

uniform distribution. However, for comparison there was one 

simulation in which only one chromosome was generated. 

In the production of gametes the number of crossing-

over points in a bivalent was a Poisson-distributed random 

variable truncated to the right at 21. Thus, the occurrence 

of more than 20 chiasmata in a bivalent was impossible. The 

locations of crossing-over points were drawn from the uniform 

distribution without any chiasma interference, and in the 

tetrad of four strands the chiasmata were formed at random 

without chromatidal interference. In macrochromosomes the 

parameter value of Poisson distribution was 2-3; in micro-
chromosomes it was smaller. 

Because the effects of varying degrees of linkage and 

crossing over were not particularly studied, ali the procedures 

described above for the genome and gamete formation were done 

to create a more real basis for genetic variation than that 

possible by relying on unlinked loci alone. 

2. Deterministic calculation 

If one locus is considered, the genotype frequencies in the 
progeny population are: 

AlAi: Pll= pfpm(1-F)+pF 

A1A2
: P12= (Pf(1-Pm"-(1-Pf)Pm)(1-F) 

: p22  (1-pf)(1-pm)(1-F)+(l-p)F1  

where pf  and p
m are the frequencies of the favourable allele 

A1  among the selected females and males of the previous genera- 
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tion, respectively, p=(pf+pm)/2 and F is the coefficient of 

inbreeding. Consider the selection of females based on pheno-

types. The coefficient of selection (s) against the inferior 
homozygote A2A2  is approximately 2ai/dp1  where a is half the 

difference between the genotypic values of the two homozygotes, 

i is the intensity of selection anddp is the phenotypic 

standard deviation (Kimura and Crow 19781 Falconer 1981). 

For the degree of dominance d, the relative fitnesses of geno-

types AIAI, A1A2  and A2A2  are 1, 1-s(1-d)/2 and 1-s, 

respectively (favourable allele A1  partially dominant over A2). 
The difference in the frequency of Al  between the 

selected females and the unselected population (åpf) is: 

P11+P(1-s(1-d)/2)/2 

å 

 

P• 	(1) 
P111-1)12 (1-s(1-d)/2) 	+1322(1-s) 

The corresponding difference with respect to selected males 

(aPm) is assumed to be: 

Pm  = r APf I 	 (2) 

where r is Wright's coefficient of relationship between full- 

sibs. The frequency of A in the progeny population will be 1 
p+( 	pf+ pm )/ 2 . 

It can be calculated that in a population of infinite 

size the value of F in inbred generations will rapidly ap-

proach 1/3 if there is random mating and full-sib mating in 

alternate generations and no selection (see Introduction). 

Correspondingly, r would approach 2((1+2F)/4)/(1+F) = 0.625. 

However, in the present calculations F and r of inbred prog-

eny were assumed to be 0.25 and 0.6, respectively, because 

there was selection and the matings in the inbreeding gener-

ations of simulation were not exclusively between full-sibs, 

as will be explained in the results. In the random-bred gen-

erations of the alternating system values of 0.0 and 0.6 were 

used for F and r, respectively. In the random-mating system 

the values of F and r were 0.0 and 0.5, respectively. 

For a proportion selected of 100?. /2005, the intensity 

of selection (i) is about 0.795. However, a value of 0.793 

was used in the calculation because in simulation the number 

of females in each generation was not a constant of 200. The 

theoretical courses of selection in an infinite population 
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were calculated using the same genotypic values as in simu-

lation. Assuming the initial frequency of Al  to be 0.5 at 

each locus, approximate coefficients of selection of 0.109 

and 0.198 against genotype A2A2  were obtained for initial 

heritabilities of 0.075 and 0.250, respectively. The theo-

retical progress in gene frequency was calculated up to 95 % 

of the maximum change. 

3. Markov chain calculation 

The method of successive multiplication of transition proba-

bility matrices was used to calculate the ultimate probability 

of fixation and the average number of generations until fixa-

tion. Hill (1969) used this method exactly by taking into 

account both the finite number of selected parents and the 

finite size of the unselected population. He found that the 

exact calculation of transition probabilities using the theory 

of order statistics is practically possible only for very 

small populations and proposed that the model of sampling 

parents alone is quite sufficient in most cases. 

In the present study the transition probabilities were 

determined by assuming random sampling of 2N gametes from 

both females and males in the selected group. Suppose that 

the number of A1 alleles is i (i=0,...,4N) among the parents 

in generation t (N females and N males). In the progeny 

population produced by them the frequency of A1  is i/(4N)=p1. 

Ignoring the effect of different gene frequencies among 

female and male parents, the genotype frequencies in the 

progeny population t+1 are: 

2 A A 1 1: Pll=  

A A- 1 2: P12= 2P1(1-Pi)(1-F)  

A2  A2: P22  (1-pi)
2(1-F)+(1-pi)F, = 

where F is the coefficient of inbreeding. Among the parents 

in generation t+11  the number of A1  alleles is Yf+Ym, where 
Yf  and Ym  are the numbers of A1  among females and males, 

respectively. The random variable Yf  has the binomial 

distribution with the following point probabilities, given 

the number of A1  is i among the parents in generation t 

(apfi  calculated as 16, pf  in (1)): 

pi(1-F)+piF 



P(Y=01i=0) = 1 

P(Y=j11=0) = 0 

j=1,.. .,4N 

min(Q,2N)  

P(Y=j1i) 

jf=0 

j=0, 	,4N 	i=1,...,4N-1 

P(Yf=jf i) P(Y =j-i 1 1 ) m 	f 
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2N 	jf  

(J
f  

P(Yf=jfli) = • (P
1
.+LPf1 ) 	(1-p1- åpfi) 2W-if  

	

jf=0,...,2N 	if 0<i<4N 

P(Yf=01i=0) = 1 

P(Yf=2N1i=4N) = 1. 

Correspondingly (åpmi  calculated as åpm  in (2)): 

	

12, N 	j 	2N-j m 	m P(Ym=jmli) = jm  (pi+ åpmi) 	(1-pi-Ppmi) 

if 0<i<4N 

P(Y =01i=0) = 1 
m 

P(Ym=2N1i=4N) = 1. 

The transition probabilities for Y=Y
f
+Y
m 

are: 

P(Y=j1i=4N) = 0 

j=0,...,4N-1 

P(Y=4N1i=4N) = 1. 

Two kinds of transition probability matrices were 

formed: one for the case F=0 and r=0.5 (Y1 ), another for the 

case F=0.25 and r=0.6 (Y2). The dimensions of these matrices 

were (4N+1, 4N+1). Effective population size was assumed to 

be 2N. To determine 	the probability of fixation and the 

average time until fixationithe multiplication was dontinued 1000 

times, using only the Y1  matrix or using Y1  and Y2  alternately. 

In the latter case N was smaller than in the former in order 

to represent the decrease in effective population size due to 

inbreeding in alternate generations. The value used for the 

intensity of selection was the same in both cases. 
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The average number of generations until the fixation of 

either one of the two alleles at 32 equivalent unlinked loci 

(E32) was also calculated: 
1000 

"Qt 
where Qt  is the probability of the fixation of either one of 

the two alleles at one locus in generation t (Q0=0). 

For the case of random mating among parents in ali 

generations, the probability of fixation was also calculated 

using 	the Kolmogorov backward equation (e.g.)  Crow and 

Kimura 1970, p. 423-425). The probability of fixation of 

a gene with initial frequency p (u(p)) is: 

1 

u(p) = 	G(x)dx / 	G(x)dx, 	(3) 
0 	0 

where G(x) = exp(-f214ax/1146.x  dx). 

MAX and VAx are the mean and the variance of the change of 

gene frequency per generation, respectively. Like in (1): 

x
2
+x(1-x)(1-hs) 

x
2
+2x(1-x)(1-hs)+(1-x)2(1-s) 

sx(1-x)(1-x+h(2x-1)) 

1-s(1-x)(2hx+1-x) 

where x is the gene frequency and h=(1-d)/2. For the effective 

size Neithe variance liax=x(1-x)/(2Ne). Thus, 

1-x+h(2x-1) 

1-s(1-x)(2hx+1-x) 

25(2h-1)x-2s(h-1) 
= 2N

e 	
s(2h-1)x2-2s(h-1)x+1-s 

f
2M
Ax

/V
ax 

dx = 2N
e 

log(s(2h-1)x2-2s(h-1)x+1-5) 

if the integration constant is omitted. This means that 

G(X) = eXp(-f2Max/Vilx  dx) 

= (s(2h-1)x
2
-2s(h-1)x+1-s)

-2Ne 	
(4) 

2Mt,x/VAx  = 4Nes 

and 
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P 	1 

The definite integrals f G(x)dx and f G(x)dx were 

0 	0 

obtained numerically by using the subprogram DCADRE by 

IMSL, Inc.. The value of s used was 75 % of the coefficient 

of selection calculated for females in individual selection 

because male parents were full-brothers of the selected 

females (the selection coefficient for males ts approximately 

50 % of that for their full-sisters). 

Results 

The main aim of simulation was to study the differences be-

tween the two mating systems with respect to the selection re-

sponse and fixation time. For initial frequencies of 0.50 and 

0.75 of the favourable allele, there was no fixation of the 

unfavourable allele at any locus, and the maximum response 

(ali loci fixed for the favourable allele) was attained in ali 

cases (Table lb,c)(however, see Table lb'). For an initial fre-

quency of 0.25, the unfavourable allele was fixed at some loci 

(Table la). The differences in U (proportion of loci fixed for 

the unfavourable allele) between mating systems A and B are 

small, but, for a degree of dominance of 0.2, U seems to be 

somewhat higher in the inbreeding system than in A (Table la). 

The differences in U decrease with an increasing degree of 

dominance (Table la), which is understandable because the rate 

of response in an inbred population relative to that in a 

random-bred population increases with d (e.g., Sirkkomaa 1986). 

However, there should be an increase in the expected rate of 

response due to inbreeding for any degree of dominance used. 

Therefore, there has been a decrease in the variance effective 

size due to inbreeding. If the initial frequency of the fa-

vourable allele ts low, the larger rate of response per gen-

eration in the inbreeding system cannot compensate for the de-

crease in effective size, especially at low degrees of domi-

nance. As a result, there will be a decrease in the probabili-

ty of fixation. 

The time saved (D) until the fixation at ali loci was 

12-43 %, depending mainly on the degree of dominance (Table 

la,b,c). Only in one case was 0 for a degree of dominance of 
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0.2 higher than D for a degree of dominance of 0.8 (h2=0.075, 
Table lb), and in general D for d=0.8 was much larger than D 

for 0.2. However, the simulation runs made for comparison 

(Table Ib') show that the result for h2=0.075 in Table lb is 
very probably due to a chance effect. In addition, D clearly 

increased with d (Table lb'). The differences in -G-  (mean 
number of generations until fixation at ali loci) between sys-

tems A and B were fairly large with respect to SG/5 = standard 
error of U (Table la,b,c), so the comparisons between the U 

values are sensible. (In Table Ib' the standard error of 	is 
S
G/ \r-.) In most cases the coefficient of variation of G was 

smaller in system B than in system A (Table I). 

In general, for the parameter combinations studied in a 

fairly large population (Table 1), both mating systems re-

sulted in the same final response to selection (excluding the 

cases of low degrees of dominance with low initial frequency 

of the favourable allele). The use of full-sib matings re-

markably accelerated fixation, the time saved for a degree of 

dominance of 0.8 being 21-43 %. 

The intermediate case (initial gene frequencies 0.5 at 

each locus) was also studied by selecting 15 +15er from a 

population of 60 individuals because there was no fixation of 

the unfavourable allele for a proportion selected of 

(1004-100cP)/400 in Table lb. Only the case of an initial 

heritability of 0.075 with a degree of dominance of 0.8 was 

studied, but the number of replicate runs was 150 (Table 2). 

In the inbreeding system the final response (P-0.5) was 8.4 % 

larger and was reached 10.8 % faster than in the other system 

(Table 2). The coefficients of variation of G were of the 

same magnitude as for the larger population in Table lb. 

For an initial gene frequency of 0.5, the selection re- 

sponse in simulation (population size 400) and in determi-

nistic calculation were plotted in each generation up to a 

frequency of 0.975 in order to study the whole process 

(Fig. 1). The required number of generations up to this fre-

quency and the comparison between simulation and calculation 

are also presented (Table 3). Two main points are evident in 

comparing the progress in gene frequency between simulation 

and calculation (Fig. I). First, in early generations the 

rate of response for calculation was higher than that for 
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simulation. This is partly due to the generation of linkage 

disequilibrium in simulation, especially as the loci were not 

completely unlinked. Second, at later stages of the progress 

the situation is reversed, and, for a degree of dominance of 

0.8, the goal in gene frequency is attained remarkably earlier 

in simulation (Fig. lc, Table 3). To study these findings, 

some calculations were made of the rata of response in the 

mean gene frequency at several loci and of that in gene fre- 

quency at one locus. The effects of finite population size 

were not taken into consideration. 

Suppose that in some generation the frequencies of genotypes 
AlAi, AIA2  and A2A2  at each of the 32 unlinked loci are P1=p2, 
P2=2p(1-p) and P3=(1-p)2, respectively. The total number of 

different genotypes is 332, but there are only 

(3+321 = 561 genotypes with different numbers of A1A 	A1A2 and 32 

A2A2. The probability of a genotype with nl  AlAI  loci, n2  A1A2  
loci and n3  A2A2  loci (n1+n2+n3=32) is 

32! 	nl  n2  n3  

n11n2ln31 P1 	P2 	P3 	= P(nn2'n3)1  if linkage equilibrium is 

assumed . The value of genotype (n1,n2,n3) is n1a+n2ad-n3a = 
v(ni,n2,n3), where a is half the difference between the values of 

AlAI  and A2A2, and d is the degree of dominance. The mean 
frequency of gene Al  in genotype (n11n21n3) is (2n1+n2)/64 
= m(n1,n2). 

1f the environmental deviation is normally distributed 

with an expectation of 0 and variance VE  (density function 

fN(0,VE,x)), on the basis of the theory of mixed distributions, 

the density function of phenotypic value (f(x)) is: 

f(x) 

32  

> 	
P(n1,n2,n3) 

ni,n2,n3  

=0 

n1+n2+n3=32 

fN(v(ni,n2,n3), VE, x). 

The response in the mean frequency of the favourable allele A
1 

() was obtained by determining the truncation point (C) that 

corresponds to the selection of 50 % of the phenotypes, i.e. 
ots 

f
'f(x)dx = 1/2. Then, the mean fitness (W) is 1/2 and 
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32  

= 	[-P_(nl' n2'3  n ) m(n11  n2  ))(fN  (v(nl' 	' ni n3'  ) VE' x)d/W-p. 2  
nl'n2'n3 

=0 

ni+n2+n3.32 

The genotypic values of A1A1, A1A2  and A2A2  and the envi-
ronmental variances were the same as those calculated in simula-

tion for the three degrees of dominance and for the two initial 

heritabilities when the initial frequency of A1  was 0.5. The co-
efficients of selection in calculating the response at one locus 

were the same as those used for the theoretical courses of selec-

tion. The responses for these two methods of calculation were 
compared at A1  frequencies of 0.50, 0.55,..., 0.95 (Fig. 2). The 

results accord with those in Fi. 1 and Table 3: the rate calcu- 

lated with 32 loci exceeds that with one locus at a lower level 

of gene frequency for a degree of dominance of 0.8 than for 

smaller degrees of dominance. As a result, the given frequency of 
A1 (0.975) was attained for d=0.8 earlier in simulation than in 

calculation at one locus (Fig. 1 and Table 3). 

In the calculation for one locus the coefficient of selec- 

tion (s) was obtained from the product of the intensity of selec-

tion and the initial standardized effect of the locus, which is 

an approximation for small effects (Falconer 1981). In the calcu-

lation for 32 loci the mean response was obtained directly from 

the relevant mixed distribution for each gene frequency, without 

assuming anything about the values of the coefficients of selec-

tion at individual loci. It is evident that with decreasing stan-

dardized effects the ratios approach 1.0 (Fig. 2). 

In simulation the time saved due to inbreeding in attaining 
a given response was somewhat higher for an initial heritability 

of 0.075 than for that of 0.250 (Table 3). This accords with the 

result that the use of full-sib mating in alternate generations 

should save more time in weak selection than in a stronger one, 

because there is a larger coefficient of inbreeding (F) in the 

former case (Sirkkomaa 1986). In weak selection F in inbred gen-

erations rapidly reaches a value of nearly 1/3, if ali the mat-

ings have been between full-sibs. In strong selection F reaches 
a lower value. 

However, in the deterministic calculation a constant value 
of 0.25 was used for F in inbred generations. The recurrence 
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relation for F in an infinite population can be expressed 

(e.g., Crow and Kimura 1970): 

Ft = R(1+2Ft-l+Ft-2)/4' 
	(5) 

where R is the fraction of the population practicing full-sib 

mating and t is generation. The fraction 1-R is practicing 

random mating. In the mating method of the present simulation 

model, R is expected to be less than 1 because in inbreeding 

generations the females without full-brothers are mated with 

males sampled at random. Consider numerically only a simple 

case, in which M females and M males are produced by Nf  fe-

males (multinomial sampling) in each generation and each fe-

male has only one mate. Then, the probability that a randomly 

chosen progeny female has at least one full-brother is 

1-(1-1/Nf)
m = R. For instance, if Nf=100 and M=200, R is 

about 0.866. 
Using (5), the equilibrium value of F in inbred genera- 

tions was studied (F0=0, FI=0, t=2,..., 50). At even values 

of t, Ft  was calculated as in (5), whereas, at odd values of 

t, Ft  was set to be 0. An equilibrium value for F was reached 

rapidly (Table 4). If the relevant value of R is about 0.85, 

F in a large population might not differ very much from 0.25, 

being a little bit higher for a weak selection pressure than 

for a stronger one. 

A simulation experiment was performed to study the de- 

crease of the effective population size at small numbers in 

the present inbreeding system. The breeding structure was 

(10? +10er)/60 without the phenotypic selection of females, 

and the initial gene frequencies were 0.5 at each locus. In 

200 replicate runs the mean numbers of generations + standard 

errors of the means until fixation at ali of the 32 loci were 

90.06 + 1.76 for the inbreeding system and 101.96 + 2.10 for 

the random-mating system. Thus, the representative variance 

effective size in the inbreeding system would be roughly 90 % 

of the variance effective size (Ne) in the random-mating sys-

tem, if the time until fixation is linearly dependent on Ne  

as it is in the case of one locus (Kimura and Ohta 1969). 

In the Markov chain calculation for the change of gene 

frequency in a small population the probability of fixation 

of the favourable allele was clearly smaller in the inbreed-

ing system than in random mating, when the decrease in Ne  was 
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assumed to be 20 % (B 	Table 5). This shows that for small 
numbers the advantage of inbreeding in the ultimate response 

is very sensitive to a possible decrease in N. However, for 
a decrease of 10 % in Ne, the response was somewhat higher in 

the inbreeding system than that in random mating, and the fix-

ation at one locus was reached 12.3-17.6 % faster (02, Ta-
ble 5). For 32 loci the time saved until fixation was 12.8-

19.4 %. The probability of fixation for random mating calcu-

lated by numerical integration was practically the same as 

that obtained by the matrix method (Table 5). 

In spite of using a constant departure of 0.25 from-

Hardy-Weinberg proportions for inbred generations and a con-

stant coefficient of selection during the process, the results 

for 32 loci with s=0.105 and d=0.8 in Table 5 are qualitative-

ly fairly similar to the simulated.results in Table 2. The ef-

fective population sizes in these two cases are not identical. 

Using (3) and (4), it was calculated on the basis of the aver-

age probability of fixation observed in simulation (Table 2) 
that Ne  without inbreeding must have been only 13-14. 

Discussion 

In addition to the dependence on the degree of dominance, 

the possibilities of the use of intentional inbreeding to 
increase 	the response to selection are dependent on the 

changes in effective population size and in selection pressure. 

Assume a large population with random mating and full-sib 

mating in alternate generations. The departure from Hardy-

Weinberg proportions (F) in inbred generations will rapidly 

approach an eguilibrium value of 1/3 (Table 4). In weak selection 

there is also approximately the same result in the group selected 

to breed. 

For a monoecious population of constant size the variance 
effective number (N

e) is (Crow and Kimura 1970): 

2N 

N V 
N_1  -7-(1+F)+1-F 

Ne - 

where N and V are the actual number of parents in each generation 

and the variance of the number of gametes contributed per parent 
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to the breeding group of the next generation, respectively. When 

there are separate sexes with equal progeny distributions, the 

effective size for large numbers is practically the same as in 

the case of a monoecious population. In a large population with 

random mating in ali generations (case A), F is approximately 0 

and Ne(A)  = 4N/(v+2), where v = VN/(N-1). If F is 1/3 in inbred 

generations of the alternating system (case I), N
e( I) = 3N/(v1+1). 

In random-bred generations of the alternating system (case R)r 

F is 0 and Ne(R)  = 4N/(vR+2). The representative variance 

effective size over two generations (Ne(T)) in the alternating 

system is approximately the harmonic mean of Nem  and 

Ne(T) = 2/(1/Ne(I)+1/Ne(R)) = 24N/(4vI
+3v

R+10). 

The ratio of Ne(T) toe(A) (Q) is: 

Q = Ne(T)/Ne(A) = (6v+12)/(4vI+3vR+10). 

In the mating method of the present simulation (equal 

numbers of both sexes in the breeding group, each male can mate 

with several females) the number of gametes contributed per 
female without selection follows a binomial dist r ibution , so 
v for females is 2. The distribution of the number of gametes 

contributed per male is more difficult to derive because it 

depends also on the total number of males (the male group chosen 

to mate is a sample from the set of full-brothers of the se-

lected females). If the size of the breeding group is equal to 

the total population size, v for males is over 8 for large 

numbers (a rough calculation by the author). This means that the 

combined v from females and males is at least 5. Q is about 

93 % for v = v1  = vR  = 5. 

In real populations with inbreeding %/I  and VR  might be 

considerably larger than v, due to inbreeding effects. For in-

stance, in an inbred generation there may be an increase in vi  

if the expected number of progeny to the breeding group of the 

next generation is not the same for each parent. In a. random-

bred generation with full-sib mating in the selected group, 

there are probably viability disturbances produced in the next 

generation. The ratio Q was calculated for some combinations of 

V, VI  and VR  (Table 6). There is a fairly rapid decrease in Q 

to 0.5 with increasing vI  and V. (However, the limit is not 0.5J 
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In strong selection for a character there is an increase 

in v (Robertson 1961). The diminishing effect of F on Ne  in-

creases with vi. On the other hand, for strong selection, F in 

the selected group is smaller than for a weaker one, so the 

decreasing influence of strong selection on Ne  diminishes. 

A decrease in the variance effective size is not inevi-

table for inbred populations. If v1<2, there is actually an 

increase in Ne due to inbreeding. However, this is rather un-

realistic because of the apparent disturbances in fertility 

and viability due to inbreeding in most populations. The mag-

nitudes of these disturbances are not very predictable because 

they depend heavily on the genetic composition of the base 

population and on the dominance relations at loci. It can be 

expected that vi  and VR  are going to decrease if the popula-

tion is purified of some detrimental genes in the course of 

generations, and without lowering Ne  a higher level of inbreed-

ing could be successfully used than in the early phases of the 

process. However, in a large population a proportionate de-

crease in Ne  is perhaps not very serious if the reduced number 

still is high. In a small population a decrease in Ne  has 

catastrophic conseguences on the long-term response to selec-

tion (Robertson 1970). 

It is evident that the worst problem in using an inbreed-

ing system is the dependence of the selection intensity on the 

degree of inbreeding in most populations. There is not much use 

of the increased genetic variance created by inbreeding if the 

group chosen as parents does not positively differ from the 

population mean with respect to the character selected for. In 

a selection experiment of MacNeil et al. (1984a,b) with Japa-

nese guail, there was no advantage of the alternating system 

in the total response to selection of 16 generations for a bio-

mass index. This is understandable because there were severe 

inbreeding effects in fertility and viability, and the selec-

tion differentials in the alternating system were significantly 

lower than those in.the random-mating system. However, the rate 

of response in the alternating system exceeded that in the 

random-mating system in later generations, apparently due to 

adaptation to inbreeding. 

Dion and Minvielle (1985) selected for pupal weight in 

Tribolium. There was no significant difference between the 
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random-mating and alternating systems in the response to the 

selection of 15 generations, despite the fact that the average 

selection differential over generations was slightly larger in 

the inbreeding system. Unfortunately, the populations were 

small (15 pairs of parents selected from 55-70 individuals), 

and there were only two replicates for both systems. There 

were no detrimental effects of full-sib mating on reproductive 

performance. The authors believe that gene frequencies in the 

base population were close to 0.5. In the present simulation 

experiment with a similar proportion selected and certainly 

without any problems in regard to fertility and viability, the 

response of 15 generations in the inbreeding system was only 

3.4 % higher than that in the random-mating system (degree of 

dominance 0.2, initial gene frequencies 0.5, initial herita-

bility 0.25). In spite of differences in the parameter values 

and in the methods of selection and mating, on this basis the 

results obtained by Dion and Minvielle (1985) are not very 

surprising. The results of long-term selection experiments 

(e.g., 30 generations) would be interesting. 

Using a deterministic model for the response to selec-

tion in an infinite population, the problem of the decreasing 

selection intensity due to inbreeding will be studied. The 

question is: how much can the selection pressure at individual 

loci diminish so that the response after a given number of 

generations in the inbreeding system still is larger than that 

in the random-mating system? A proportionate reduction in the 

coefficient of selection due to inbreeding is assumed in these 

calculations, which are in preparation. 
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Table la 

h
2 

0.075 	0.2 
13 	190.64 	29.44 	15.4 

250.36 	80.15 	32.0 

S
G 	

CV (%) D(%) 	U(%) 

3.125 
23.9 	

2.125 
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Table la,h,c 

The number of generatIons (G) untll the fixation of elther 

one of the two alleles at ali of the 32 loci (U= mean of 

the 25 repllcate runs, Se  = standard devIation of G, CVe  = 

coeffIclent of varIatIon of G), the decrease In fixation 

time due to full-sib mating (D), 	and the mean pro- 

portIon of loci flxed for the unfavourable allele (U). The 

InItlal frequency of the favourable allele at each'locus 

was 0.25 (a), 0.50 (b) and 0.75 (c). 

random mating in ali generatIons 

random mating and full-slb mating In alternate generations 

d: degree of domInance at each locus 

h2: InItlal herItabIlity 

13 	247.88 	47.77 	19.3 	1.750 
1 

310.36 	86.45 	27.9 	
20. 	

1.750 

278.52 	32.12 	11.5 	1.000 
2 

A 	410.52 	87.48 	21.3 	
32. 	

1.625 

II 	106.72 	14.01 	13.1 	1.000 
0.250 	0.2 	

12.1 
121.40 	16.38 	13.5 	0.250 

128.96 	20.04 	15.5 
	

0.250 

153.00 	39.00 	25.5 
	15.7 	

0 

176.72 	35.43 	20.0 
	

0.125 

A 	?24.72 	42.35 	18.8 
	21.4 	

0 

0.5 

0.8 

0.5 

0.8 
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Table 

h
2 

0.075 

0.250 

lb 	(lnitial 

0.2 

0.5 

0.8 	
o 

B 
0.2 

A 

13 
0.5 

A 

0.813  

frequency 

U 

157.44 

210.52 

206.76 

241.56 

240.52 

304.56 

95.36 

108.44 

113.48 

129.20 

126.52 

181.24 

of 	the 

Se  

31.99 

51.77 

65.52 

51.93 

57.72 

91.06 

20.24 

15.87 

18.52 

23.64 

23.22 

42.48 

favourable 	allele 

CV 	(%) 	D(%) 

20.3 
25.2 

24.6 

31.7 

21.5 	
14.4

0 

24.0 

29.9 	
21. 0 

21.2 
12.1 

14.6 

16.3 
12.2 

18.3 

18.4 

23.4 	
30. 2 

is 	0.5) 

U(%) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Table 	lb'  

As 	lb, 	but 	ali 	the 	loci 	were 	on 	the 

number of crossing-over points 	the 

distrIbution 	was 	10.0, 	see 	Methods). 

of 	replicate 	runs 	was 	50. 

h2 	U 	Se  

13 	177.48 
0.075 	0.2 	38.89  

	

200.42 	34.95 

13 	205.62 	44.31 0.5 

	

238.60 	52.34 

	

0.8 	236.04 	42.86 

	

300.94 	50.95 

0.250 	0.2 	
93.62 	15.26 

	

110.46 	13.96 

	

107.82 	18.53 0.5 

	

137.30 	26.76 

	

0.8 	
131.00 	29.83 

	

183.72 	44.32 

same chromosome 	(for 	the 

parameter value 	of Poisson 

In 	addition, 	the 	number 

CV
c
(%) 	D(%) 	U(%) 

21.9 	0.125 
11.4 

17.4 	0.125 

21.5 	0 
8 

21.9 	
13. 	

0 

18.2 	0 
6 

16.9 	
21. 	

0 

16.3 	0 
15.2 

12.6 	0 

17.2 	0 
21.5 

19.5 

22.8 	0 
28.7 

24.1 	0 
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Table le (InItial frequency of the favourable aillele  15 0.75) 

h
2 
	

CV
G
(%) D(%) U(%) 

	

0.075 	0.2 

0.5 

0.8 

	

0.250 	0.2 

0.5 

110.36 	26.86 	24.3 	0 
14.4 

	

129.00 	25.62 	19.9 	0 

114.08 	24.42 	21.4 	0 
7 

149.48 	36.02 	24.1 	
23. 	

0 

115.52 	33.42 	28.9 	0 
9 

167.24 	41.65 	24.9 	
30. 	

0 

54.68 	7.26 	13.3 	0 
25.3 

73.16 	16.47 	22.5 	0 

13 	66.40 	10.06 	15.2 	0 
3 

90.08 	25.09 	27.9 	
26. 	

0 

0.8 
• 	64.88 	9.96 15.4 	0 

43.0 

	

113.80 	20.54 	18.0 	0 
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Table 2 

The number of generatIons (G) until the fixatIon of elther °ne 

of the two alleles at ali of the 32 locl (U = mean of the 150 

replIcate runs, SG  = standard devIatIon of G, CVG  = coeffIcIent 

of varIation of G) and the proportIon of loci fixed for the 

favourable allele (P). D and I are the decrease In fixation time 

and the Increase In response due to full-slb matIng, respectively. 

The degree of domInance at each locus Is 0.8. The InItIal 

herItabIlIty was 0.075. The InItIal frequency of the favourable 

allele at each locus was 0.5. The proportIon selected was 

(15Cr+15)/60 In each generatIon. 

Random 
	

Random matIng and 
matIng In ali 
	

full-sib matIng In 
generatIons 
	

alternate generations 

138.44 	123.47 

34.15 	36.21 
G 

CV
G
(%) 	24.7 	29.3 

0.757 	0.779 

D(%) 	 10.8 

I(%) 	 8.4 
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Table 3 

The number of generations (G) required to attain 95 % of the 

maximum response, the decrease in time due to full-sib mating (D) 

and the result of simulation compared with that of deterministic 

calculation (Gsim/Gcal). The initial frequency of the favourable 
allele was 

Sim: simulated (change in the mean frequency of the favourable 

allele at 32 loci, results averaged from 25 replicate runs) 

Cal: calculated (change in gene frequency at one locus) 

random mating in ali generations 

random mating and full-sib mating in alternate generations 

d: degree of dominance 

h : initial heritability 

   

D(%)  

Sim Cal h2 
Sim Cal GSim/GCal 

0.075 0.2 B 92 82 1.12 18.6 18.8 

A 113 101 1.12 

0.5 B 109 100 1.09 18.0 25.4 
A 133 134 0.99 

0.8 B 115 132 0.87 27.7 39.4 
A 159 218 0.73 

0.250 0.2 B 51 44 1.16 10.5 20.0 

A 57 55 1.04 

0.5 B 56 54 1.04 16.4 26.0 

A 67 73 0.92 

0.8 B 66 72 0.92 26.7 39.5 

A 90 119 0.76 
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Table 4 

The coeffIcIent of inbreedIng In generatIon t (F t ) for various 

values of R (the fraction of the populatIon practIcIng full-sib 

mating). F0=F1=0, and there are random mating and full-sib 

mating In even and odd generations, respectIvely. 

F
2 	

F
4 	

F
10 	

F
50 

0.60 .150 .173 .176 .176 

0.80 .200 .240 .250 .250 

0.85 .213 .258 .270 .270 

0.90 .225 .276 .290 .290 

0.95 .238 .294 .311 .311 

1.00 .250 .313 .333 .333 
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Table 5 

The probability of fixation of the favourable allele (P), the number of 

generations (G) until the fixation of either one of the two alleles 

(-d = expectation of G, SG  =, standard deviation of G, CVG  = coefficient of 
variation of G) and the decrease in fixation time due to the B2  mating (D), 
Markov chain calculation. The time parameters until the fixation of either 

one of the two alleles at ali of the 32 equivalent unlinked loci are also 

given. The proportion selected is (10d'+ 10? )/40 in each generation. The 

initial frequency of the favourable allele is 0.5. 

random mating in ali generations, effective size assumed to be 20 

random mating and full-sib mating in alternate generations, 

representative effective size assumed to be 16 (81) or 18 (82) 
A,: as A, but calculated by numerical integration 

d: degree of dominance 

s: coefficient of selection 

.105 

.192 

.2 

.5 

.8 

.2 

.5 

.8 

B 
81  
A2 

A 

B 1 82 A 
A 

B 
81  2 A 
A 

B 1 B2 A 
A 

B 
B1 2 A 
A 

B 
82  1  A 
A 

Fixation at one locus Fixation at 32 loci 

0.829 
0.856 
0.847 
0.844 

0.834 
0'861 0.853 
0.852 

0.838 
0.866 
0.860 
0.860 

0.956 
0'970 0.967 
0.964 

0.961 
0' 974 
0.972 
0.971 

0.965 
0.978 
0.976 
0.976 

U 

41.33 
47.15 

43.36 
50.10 

45.55 
53.35 

30.78 
35.80 

33.02 
39.17 

35.56 
43.13 

S
G 

29.39 
33.76 

31.27 
36.52 

33.32 
39.59 

19.39 
22.97 

21.28 
25.86 

23.49 
29.39 

CVG(%) 

71.1 
71.6 

72.1 
72.9 

73.2 
74.2 

63.0 
64.2 

64.4 
66.0 

66.1 
68.1 

D(%) 

12.3 

13.5 

14.6 

14.0 

15.7 

17.6 

129.85 
148.91 

137.65 
160.32 

146.12 
172.95 

88.19 
103.95 

96.12 
116.08 

105.39 
130.82 

SG  

36.42 
41.89 

38.82 
45.40 

41.42 
49.30 

23.25 
27.65 

25.57 
31.25 

28.36 
35.75 

CVG(%) 

28.0 
28.1 

28.2 
28.3 

28.3 
28.5 

26.4 
26.6 

26.6 
26.9 

26.9 
27.3 

D(%) 

12.8 

14.1 

15.5 

15.2 

17.2 

19.4 
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Table 6 

The ratio of the variance effective number of a large 

population of constant size with random mating and full-sib 

mating in alternate generations to that with random mating 

in ali generations, as a function of the variance of the 

number of gametes contributed per parent to the breeding 

group of the next generation (v). For random mating in ali 

generations,v is assumed to be 5. 

v1: v in inbred generations of the alternating system 

vR: v in random-bred generations of the alternating system 

v I 

VR 5 6 7 8 9 10 

5 0.93 0.86 0.79 0.74 0.69 0.65 

6 0.88 0.81 0.75 0.70 0.66 0.62 

7 0.82 0.76 0.71 0.67 0.63 0.59 

8 0.78 0.72 0.68 0.64 0.60 0.57 

9 0.74 0.69 0.65 0.61 0.58 0.55 

10 0.70 0.66 0.62 0.58 0.55 0.53 
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Fig. la,b,c 

The change in the mean frequency of the favourable allele at 

32 loci (MF) up to 95 % of the maximum response, and the cal-

culated change at one locus. The initial heritabilities were 

0.075 (11
2
) and 0.250 (h2

2
). The degree of dominance (d) is 

0.2 (a), 0.5 (b) and 0.8 (c). 

Sim: simulated (average of 25 replicate runs) 

Cal: calculated (deterministic change at one locus) 

• 
— —0 

random mating and full-sib mating in alternate 
— —å generations 

Fig. la 

flF SIM 

1.0000 

0.9500 

0.9000 

0.8500 

0.0000 

0.7500 

0.7000 	d=Ø.2 

0.6500 

0.6000 

0.5500 

0.5000 

random mating in ali generations 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 GO 90 100 110 120 
GENERAT 1 ON 
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Fig. lb (degree of dominance is 0.5) 

MF 	S i m 
	UaT 

1.0000 

0.9500 

0.9000 

0.8500 

0.8090 

0.7500 
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0.6599 
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9.5500 
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Fig. lc (degree of dominance is 0.8) 
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0.5500 
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RATIO d.2 	d5 	Ck.8 
1.240 

1.210 

1.180 	
1• 11 

1.150 
/ 

1.120 	 .// ,'. 

/ 	

/ 	. 
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.' 
1.060 	''/ 

	, 
.' 
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0.500 	0.600 	0.700 	0.800 	0.900 	1.000 

GENE FREMENCY 
FIg. 2  

The ratio of the change of the mean frequency of the favourahle 

allele at 32 loc1 to the change of gene frequency at one locus 

as a functIon of the gene frequency before selectIon (unselected 

populatIon In random-matIng genotype proportIons). In the case 

of 32 loc1 exactly the same genotypic values and the same envi-

ronmental varIance were used as In sImUlatIon, and half the 

populatIon was selected. For the change at one locus exactly the 

same coeffIcIents of selectIon were used as In calculatIng the 

theoretIcal courses of selectIon. 

d: degree of domInance 

h1
2
: calculated for an InItial herltabIlIty of 0.075 

h
2
2 

cålculated for an InItIal herItabIlIty of 0.250 

0.970 

0.940 





Use of inbreeding to increase the responses to various 

intensities of selection 

S. Sirkkomaa 

Department of Animal Breeding, University of Helsinki, 

SF-00710 Helsinki 71, Finland 

Summary. Effects of inbreeding on the response to selection at 

a diallelic locus were studied by a deterministic model using 

varying values of p (initial frequency of the favourable 

allele), d (degree of dominance over the unfavourable allele), 

s (selection coefficient in females) and t (number of genera-

tions in the breeding programme). The breeding males were 

full-brothers of the selected females. In the random-mating 

system (RS) there was random mating among the breeding 

individuals in every generation. In the alternating system 

(AS) there was random mating in even generations and full-sib 

mating in odd generations. 

The principal aim of the study was to discover the 

maximum loss in s (ML) due to inbreeding so that the response 

for the AS is at least equal to the response for the RS 

with s. in weak selection (s=0.01) for an additive locus 

(d=0.0), ML was 19-21 %, nearly independently of p (0.2, 0.5, 

0.8) and t (20, 50, 100). In strong selection (s=0.80) for 

d=0.0, ML was 14-18 %. For larger values of d the results 

were more variable. In general, ML increased with d, s and t, 

being 72-79 % for d=1.0, s=0.80, t=100. It was concluded that 

there might be some use for the AS in increasing the long-

term response for a quantitative character controlled by many 

loci if the loss in the seleztion differential due to the AS 

is clearly below 1 %. 

Key words: Inbreeding - Mating system - Selection response 
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Introduction 

Inbreeding as a means of increasing genetic variation 

and heritability has not been a method of practical use in 

animal breeding. Lush (1945) deduced that there might be some 

advantage of mild inbreeding in the selection response, 

especially in family selection. Calculations on the potential 

use of inbreeding in a large population have shown that the 

decrease in the intensity of selection due to various inbreed-

ing effects may be the principal difficulty in applying the 

method (e.g., Dickerson and Lindh e 1977). In a selection 

experiment with Japanese guail, MacNeil et ei. (1984a,b) found 

that the average selection differential over generations was 

clearly smaller for the populations with alternate random and 

full-sib mating generations than for those with random mating 

alone. This must have been en important reason why the 

alternating mating system failed to exceed the selection 

response attained by the random-mating system. 

The main purpose of the present study was to evaluate 

the maximum loss of selection intensity for which the response 

in the alternating system still is at least egual to that in 

random mating. Direct selection was on females only, yet there 

was full-sib selection of breeding males. Only a deterministic 

model for a single diallelic locus was considered. 
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Methods 

1. General 

Consider an autosomal locus with alleles A1  and A2. Let 

the relative fitnesses of genotypes AIAI, AIA2  and A2A2  among 

females in truncation selection be 1, 1-hs and 1-s respectively, 

where s is the coefficient of selection and h=(1-d)/2 (d is the 

degree of dominance). The genotype frequencies within the 

progeny groups of 

mean fitnesses of 

Mating type 

(MT) 

different mating 

females 	(matrix B) 

Genotype 

types 	(matrix A) 	and the 

are: 

Mean fitness 

AIA2 A1A1 	A
2A2 

1 	A1A1xA1A2 
1/2 	1/2 	0 1-hs/2 

2 	A
1
A1xA2A2 0 	1 	0 1-hs 

3 	A1A2xA2
A
2 0 	1/2 	1/2 1-(h+l)s/2 

= A = B. 
4 	A1A1xA1A1 1 	0 	0  1 

5 	A2A2xA2A2 0 	0 	1 1-s 

6 	A1A2xA1A2 1/4 	1/2 	1/4 1-(h+1/2)s/2 

The genotype frequencies among the selected females within the 

mating types are 	(matrix C) 	(the b's are elements of B): 

MT 	A1A1 	A1A2 	A2A2 — 	 _ 
1 1/(2b1) 	(1-hs)/(2131) 0 

2 0 	1 0 

3 0 	(1-hs)/(2b3) (1-s)/(2b3) 
=c. 

4 1 	0 0 

5 1 

6 1/(4b6) 	(1-hs)/(2b6) (1-s)/(4b6) 

If there is random mating within the progeny groups of the mating 

types, on the basis of matrices A, B and C the correåponding 

mating-type frequencies are (matrix u, which is equivalent to 

the generation matrix in within-line selection (e.g., Clegg and 

Kidwell 1974)): 
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MT in the progeny group 

	

MT 1 	2 	3 - 	4 	5 	6 

	

1 1 	0 	0 	1 	0 	1-hs 

	

2 	 4b
1 	4b1  

	

2 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	1 

3 0 	0 	1 	0 	1-s 	1-hs 

2 	4b3 	4b
3 	= U. 

4 0 	0 	0 	1 	0 	0 

5 0 	0 	0 	0 	1 	0 

6 1-hs/2 1-s/2 1-(h+1)s/2 1 	1-s 	1-hs 

4b6 	8b6 	4b6 	16b6 	16b6 	4b6 __ 

2. Calculation of the response 

Among the female parents in generation 0 the frequencies 

of genotypes AlAi, A1A2  and A2A2  are pl, p2  and p3,respectively 

(matrix P(1x3)). The corresponding frequencies among the male 

parents are ql, q2  and q3  (matrix Q(1x3)). Then, the frequencies 

of the mating types in random mating are (matrix E): 

MT 
	

Frequency 

1 
	

p
1
q
2 + P2q 1 

2 
	

P
1
q3 4- P3q1 

3 
	

P2q3 	' P 3'2 

4 
	

Plql 

5 
	

P393  

6 
	

P2q2 

 

= E'. 

   

The genotype frequencies in generation 1 are: 

A1A1 
	e1/2 + e4  + e6/4 

AA
2 
	e1/2 + e2  + e3/2 + e6/2 

A2A2 
	e3/2 + e5  + e6/4. 
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The mean fitness (W) is EB, and the frequencies of the progeny 

groups of the mating types among the selected feMales in 

generation 1 are (matrix V): 

MT 	Frequency 

1 	eibi  

2 	e2b2  

3 	e3b3 
	x  1 = V. 

4 	e4b4 

5 	e5b5 

6 	e6b6  

The genotype frequencies among the selected females and among 

their full-brothers are P=V'C and Q=V'A, respectively. If there 

is random mating in generation 1, the calculation is continued 

by computing new values for the elements of E as in generation 0. 

However, if there is full-sib mating in generation 1, E=V'U and 

the calculation is continued as described above. 

In generation 0 the three genotypes were in Hardy-Weinberg 

proportions according to the initial frequency of allele A1  

(0.2, 0.5 or 0.8). Males were not selected in generation 0. In 

the alternating system (AS) there was full-sib mating in odd 

generations and random mating in even generations. In the random-

mating system (RS) there was random mating in every generation. 

Five coefficients of selection were used (0.01, 0.10, 0.20, 

0.50 or 0.80) in order to clarify the differences between weak 

and strong selection. The degree of dominance over the un-

favourable allele A
2 was 0.00 (additive case), 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 

or 1.00 (complete or full dominance). 
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Results and discussion 

The responses to 20, 50 and 100 generations of selection 

were calculated for both methods of mating. In general, for 

weak selection (s=0.01) at an additive locus (d=0.00), the 

increase in response due to inbreeding (I) was 23-31 % (Table 

la,b,c). For weak selection at a locus with full dominance 

(d=1.00), the results were much more variable, the increases in 

response being 14-18 %, 25-27 % and 68-71 % for initial frequen-

cies of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8, respectively (Table la;b,c). 

However, for an initial frequency of 0.5 (Table lb) in weak 

selection the increase in response was fairly independent of 

the degree of dominance and of the number of generations in 

the breeding programme (24-27 %). It is natural that for 

stronger selection pressures (s=0.10,...,0.80) the differences 

in response between the two methods of breeding were small 

because of the approach to the maximum change in gene frequency, 

especially in the long term (Table la,b,c). The increase in 

response due to inbreeding was an increasing function of the 

degree of dominance, except for weaker selection pressures 

(s=0.01,0.10,0.20) for an initial frequency of 0.2,especially 

in the short term. 

The number of generations required for the inbreeding 

method to attain the response reached by the random-mating 

method in 20, 50 and 100 generations was also determined. For 

an additive locus the results were very uniform for ali the 

initial frequencies and the coefficients of selection, the 

decrease in time due to inbreeding (D) being 15-21 % (Table 

la,b,c). In addition, for an initial frequency of 0.5 (Table lb) 

in weak selection (s=0.01), D was independent of the degree of 

dominance, being 15 % in the short term (20 generations) and 

21-23 % in the long term (100 generations). In weak selection 

at a locus with full dominance, the decreases in time were 

10-13 % and 35-44 % for initial frequencies of 0.2 and 0.8, 

respectively (Table la,c). 

In general, D increased with the number of generations 

in the breeding programme, with the coefficient of selection 

and with the degree of dominance (Table 1). For the strongest 

selection (s=0.80) in a programme of 100 generationsj at a locus 

with full dominance the decreases in time were 71 %, 73 % and 

77 % for initial frequencies of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8, respectively. 
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In real populations the coefficient of selection (s) 

might not be the same for the two methods of breeding. For 

instance, MacNeil et al. (1984a,b) found in Japanese quail 

that the average selection differential (SD) for a biomass 

index in the alternating method was smaller Ihan that in the 
random-mating method. As a result/ s would diminish because of 

the dependence on SD. For a small standardized effect of a locus, 

s is even a linear function of SD (Haldane 1931; Kimura and Crow 

1978; Falconer 1981), if the character in question is normally 

distributed. For a general differentiable character distribution, 

s is linearly dependent on the ratio of the ordinate at the 

truncation point to the proportion selected, if the standardized 

effect is small (Kimura and Crow 1978). 

In the calculations for Table 2 it was supposed that s 

will be smaller in the alternating method than in the random-

mating method due to various effects of inbreeding on fertility 

and viability. A constant decrease in s with respect to 

generations was assumed, although it is probable that the 

difference in s between the two methods of breeding will diminish 

in the course of generations as the population practicing 
inbreeding is purified of 	many harmful recessive genes. This 

kind of change was observed by MacNeil et ei. (1984a,b). On the 

other hand, in any breeding programme there is no constant s 

at a locus because 	the gene frequency changes at ali of the 
loci affect 	the variability of the character selected for. 

The results for an additive locus were fairly independent 

of the number of generations in the selection programme and of 

the initial frequency of the favourable allele (Table 2). In 

weak selection (s=0.01), a maximum loss of 19-21 % (average 20 %) 

in s was obtained in order that the response in the inbreeding 

method was at least equal to that in the random-mating method. 

In strong selection (s=0.80), the corresponding loss in s was 

14-18 % (average 16 %). For medium coefficients of selection 

(s=0.10,...,0.50) at an additive locus, the maximum loss was 

16-20 % (Table 2). Thus, for an additive locus we could 

expect some advantage from the alternating system if the loss 

in the selection differential remains clearly below 20 % and 

selection is not very strong. In strong selection the bearable 
loss in SD is below 15 %. 
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With increasing degrees of dominance the results were 

more variable. In the case of complete dominance, much larger 

maximum losses in s were obtained for the high initial fre-

quency (0.8) than for the low one (0.2). There was also a 

tendency that larger maximum losses in s were obtained in the 

long term than in the short term, especially at high degrees 

of dominance in strong selection (Table 2). 

In the selection experiment of 16 generations by MacNeil 

et al. (1984a,b), the average SD over generations in the 

alternating system was 18.4 % lower than that in the random-

mating system, and there was no advantage of inbreeding in the 

total response to selection. This result accords with the 

calculations of the present study, unless a high average 

degree of dominance is assumed (Table 2). In a selection 

experiment of 15 generations for pupal weight in Tribolium, 

the average SD in the AS was slightly larger than that in the 

RS (Dion and Minvielle 1985). In spite of this, there was no 

significant difference in the total response between the two 

methods of mating. Unfortunately, the numbers of individuals 

were small in ali Iines, so there may be large effects of 

sampling in the results. 

In general, the bearable loss in s increased with the 

degree of dominance (except in weak selection for an initial 

frequency of 0.2) and with the number of generations in the 

breeding programme. The bearable loss also increased with the 

strength of selection, except that there was a slight decrease 

for degrees of dominance of 0.00 and 0.25. For strong 

selection at a locus with full dominance, losses of 70-80 % 

in s might be bearable in a long-term programme (Table 2). 

In an earlier study using a deterministic model it was 

found that the increase in the rate of genetic progress caused 

by the AS relative to the RS was somewhat larger for weak 

selection than for stronger (Sirkkomaa 1986). In the AS, for 

weak selection the departure from random-mating proportions 

(F) in inbred generations before selection rises rapidly near 

1/3, whereas the frequency of the favourable allele rises very 

slowly. On the other hand, F in inbred generations remains 

clearly lower for strong selection than for weak selection, 

and the gene frequencies change rapidly. Thus, Wright's 

coefficient of relationship between full-sibs (r) in weak 

selection also reaches a higher level than that in a stronger 
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one. The rise in r is an important aspect in the possible use 

of inbreeding to increase the responses to family and sib 

selection, as was pointed out by Lush (1945). 

In the present study strong and weak selection were 

compared with respect to the changes in F and in the efficacy 

of sib selection. In weak selection (s=0.01), F reached a 

value of 0.33 in a few generations, while in strong selection 

(s=0.50) the rise was lower (FAs, Fig. 1). For weak selection 

the selection differential of males in the random-bred genera-

tions of the AS reached about 66 % of that of their full-

sisters (SDAs, Fig. 1). In the inbred generations SDAs  reached 

about 62 %. For comparison, in the random-bred and inbred 

generations of the AS without selection, the coefficients of 

relationship between full-sibs would be 2/3 (=0.666...) and 

5/8 (=0.625), respectively. The cyclical changes in SDAs  took 

place at a lower level for strong selection than for the weak 

one (Fig. 1). In the RS the differences in the efficacy of 

full-sib selection between the two strengths of selection were 

not large (SDRs?  Fig. 1). In random mating without selection 

the coefficient of relationship would be 1/2. 

To clarify the possible superiority of weak selection 

ovet strong selection with respect to the use of inbreeding, 

the time in generations reguired to attain 95 % of the maximum 

response was determined using the present model. There was a 

clear decline in the time saved due to inbreeding with 

increasing coefficients of selection, but in many cases the 

decrease in D was only marginal (Table 3a,b,c). In reality, 

the coefficients of selection at individual loci are un-

avoidably small if many loci contribute to the trait selected 

for or environmental effects are large. Moreover, the in-

tensity of selection could be deliberately made rather low in 

order to maximize the long-term response in a finite popula-

tion (Robertson 1960, 1970). However, in the planning of 

selection programmes it is not common to consider the time 

reguired to attain a given response. 

Effective population size (Ne) was not considered in the 

present study because of the deterministic model. In real 

populations of finite number there might be fluctuations in 

the size of the breeding group (N) due to the harmful effects 

of inbreeding. In addition, even if N would remain constant, 

there might be a considerable increase in the variance of the 
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number of progeny contributed per parent to the breeding group 

of the next generation. In these cases inbreeding would lessen 

the variance effective size, and there would be en increase in 

the variance of gene frequency change (Crow and Kimura 1970). 

On the other hand, for a very large population with a large 

number selected/ Ne  remains high in spite of the inbreeding 

effects/ and the drift variance can be ignored when considering 

the responses to selection, even in the long term. 
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Table la,b,c. The response in gene frequency for random mating in 

ali generations (R), the increase in response due to full-

sib mating in alternate generations (I), and the decrease 

in time due to full-sib mating in reaching R (D). The 

initial frequency of the favourable allele is 0.2 (a), 

0.5 (b) and 0.8 (c). 

d: degree of dominance over the unfavourable allele 

s: coefficient of selection 

Table la 

Number of generations 

20 50 100 
I(%) D(%) R I(%) D(%) R I(%) D(%) 

0.01 0.00 .012 25 15 .032 28 20 .067 31 21 
0.25 .014 21 15 .036 24 18 .077 26 18 
0.50 .016 18 10 .041 21 16 .086 23 16 
0.75 .018 16 10 .046 18 14 .096 20 15 

1.00 .019 14 10 .050 16 12 .105 18 13 

0.10 0.00 .155 29 15 .443 24 20 .726 6 21 

0.25 .173 25 15 .457 21 18 .707 8 22 

0.50 .191 21 15 .464 18 18 .684 9 24 

0.75 .206 19 15 .468 16 18 .659 10 27 

1.00 .220 16 10 .468 15 18 .631 11 29 

0.20 0.00 .371 25 15 .736 5 20 .799 0 21 

0.25 .388 21 15 .716 7 22 .795 1 24 

0.50 .400 18 15 .692 8 22 .785 2 29 

0.75 .408 16 15 .664 10 26 .762 4 36 

1.00 .413 14 15 .635 11 28 .722 8 43 

0.50 0.00 .763 3 15 .800 0 20 .800 0 21 

0.25 .741 5 20 .799 0 24 .800 0 26 

0.50 .713 6 20 .796 0 30 .800 0 33 

0.75 .680 8 25 .780 2 38 .798 0 46 

1.00 .645 9 25 .741 6 46 .772 4 63 

0.80 0.00 .799 0 15 .800 0 18 .800 0 19 

0.25 .794 1 20 .800 0 24 .800 0 25 

0.50 .781 2 25 .800 0 30 .800 0 34 

0.75 .752 4 25 .796 0 42 .800 0 49 

1.00 .710 7 35 .765 4 56 .783 2 71 
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s 	d 
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freguency of the favourable allele is 

Number of generations 

0.5) 

20 50 100 
R 	I(%) D(%) R I(%) D(%) R I(%) D(%) 

0.01 0.00 .019 24 15 .047 26 20 .093 26 21 
0.25 .018 24 15 .046 26 20 .091 26 21 
0.50 .018 24 15 .046 26 20 .089 27 22 
0.75 .018 25 15 .045 26 20 .087 27 22 
1.00 .018 25 15 .044 27 20 .085 27 23 

0.10 0.00 .184 21 15 .374 12 20 .479 3 21 

0.25 .175 22 15 .350 15 22 .462 5 24 
0.50 .167 22 20 .326 17 24 .438 8 29 
0.75 .160 23 20 .302 19 26 .406 13 33 
1.00 .153 23 20 .279 21 30 .370 17 39 

0.20 0.00 .332 14 15 .481 2 20 .500 0 21 

0.25 .310 16 20 .465 5 24 .498 0 25 
0.50 .288 17 20 .440 8 28 .492 1 32 

0.75 .268 19 20 .408 12 32 .472 5 41 

1.00 .249 20 25 .371 16 38 .432 12 50 

0.50 0.00 .487 2 15 .500 0 20 .500 0 21 

0.25 .472 4 20 .500 0 24 .500 0 26 
0.50 .447 7 25 .497 0 30 .500 0 35 

0.75 .414 10 25 .485 3 42 .499 0 47 
1.00 .375 14 35 .446 10 50 .473 6 67 

0.80 0.00 .499 0 15 .500 0 18 .500 0 20 
0.25 .497 1 20 .500 0 24 .500 0 25 

0.50 .487 2 25 .500 0 32 .500 0 35 
0.75 .462 6 30 .497 1 44 .500 0 49 

1.00 .420 11 35 .467 7 58 .483 3 73 
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Table 

s 

lc 	(initial 

d 

freguency of the favourable allele is 

Number of generations 

0.8) 

20 50 100 
R 	I(%) D(%) R I(%) D(%) R I(%) D(%) 

0.01 0.00 .012 24 15 .028 25 20 .053 23 21 
0.25 .010 29 20 .024 30 22 .046 29 24 
0.50 .008 36 25 .020 38 28 .038 37 29 
0.75 .006 48 30 .016 50 34 .030 49 35 
1.00 .005 68 35 .011 71 42 .022 71 44 

0 10 0.00 .095 17 15 .164 8 20 .195 2 21 
0.25 .082 22 20 .149 13 24 .188 4 26 
0.50 .068 29 25 .129 21 30 .173 10 33 
0.75 .054 40 30 .105 33 38 .149 21 42 
1.00 .039 59 40 .078 54 46 .113 43 54 

0 20 0.00 .150 10 15 .195 2 20 .200 0 21 
0.25 .133 15 20 .188 4 24 .199 0 26 
0.50 .113 22 25 .174 9 32 .196 2 35 
0.75 .091 33 35 .149 20 40 .183 8 46 
1.00 .067 52 40 .114 42 52 .146 30 61 

0.50 0.00 .196 1 15 .200 0 20 .200 0 21 
0.25 .190 3 20 .200 0 26 .200 0 27 
0.50 .176 8 25 .199 1 34 .200 0 35 
0.75 .151 18 35 .190 5 46 .199 0 50 
1.00 .114 38 45 .155 25 62 .175 14 72 

0.80 0.00 .200 0 15 .200 0 18 .200 0 20 
0.25 .199 1 20 .200 0 24 .200 0 26 
0.50 .194 3 25 .200 0 34 .200 0 35 
0.75 .176 10 35 .198 1 46 .200 0 51 
1.00 .138 30 45 .170 17 66 .184 9 77 
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Table 2. The maximum decrease in s due to inbreeding (%) in order 

that the selection response for the alternating method is 

at least equal to that for the random-mating method. 

d: degree of dominance over the unfavourable allele 

- s: coefficient of selection in the random-mating method 

Initial frequency of the favourable allele 
0.2 

No. generations 

0.5 

No. generations 
20 50 100 20 50 100 

0.01 0.00 19 20 21 19 20 21 

0.25 17 18 18 19 21 21 
0.50 15 16 16 19 21 22 

0.75 13 14 15 19 21 22 
1.00 11 13 13 19 21 23 

0.10 0.00 18 19 20 18 20 20 
0.25 16 19 22 19 22 24 
0.50 15 19 24 20 24 28 
0.75 14 19 26 21 27 33 
1.00 13 19 29 22 30 39 

0.20 0.00 17 19 20 18 19 20 

0.25 16 21 23 20 23 25 
0.50 16 23 29 22 27 31 
0.75 16 25 35 23 32 40 
1.00 16 28 43 25 38 50 

0.50 0.00 16 18 19 17 18 19 
0.25 18 22 24 20 24 25 
0.50 20 28 32 24 31 33 
0.75 22 37 45 29 41 48 
1.00 25 47 63 34 53 67 

0.80 0.00 14 16 17 15 17 18 

0.25 18 22 23 20 23 24 
0.50 22 30 32 26 31 33 

0.75 28 42 48 33 45 49 
1.00 34 58 72 41 62 75 

0.8 

No. generations 
20 50 100 

19 20 21 

22 24 24 

27 28 29 

32 34 35 

40 43 44 

19 20 20 

22 25 26 

27 30 33 

34 38 42 

43 49 55 

18 20 20 

23 25 26 

28 32 34 

35 41 46 

45 54 62 

17 19 19 

22 24 25 

29 33 35 
38 46 50 

51 64 73 

16 17 14 

21 23 24 

29 33 34 

40 48 51 

55 70 79 
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Table 3a,b,c. The number of generations required to attain 

95 % of the maximum response in the random-mating 

method (G) and the decrease in time due to the in-

breeding method (D, %). The initial frequency of the 

favourable allele is 0.2 (a), 0.5 (b) and 0.8 (c). 

d: degree of dominance over the unfavourable allele 

Tahle 3a 

CoeffIcient 	of selection 

0.01 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.80 

0.00 G 1213 118 57 20 11 

21.7 21.2 21.1 20.0 18.2 

0.25 G 1339 131 63 23 13 

24.0 23.7 22.2 21.7 15.4 

0.50 G 1561 153 75 28 16 

28.3 27.5 26.7 25.0 18.8 

0.75 C 2021 199 98 37 22 

36.7 36.2 35.7 32.4 31.8 

1.00 C 3773 375 186 73 44 

58.6 58.1 57.5 56.2 52.3 
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Table 3b (initial frequency of the favourable allele 

Coefficient of selection 

is 0.5) 

0.01 0.10 	0.20 0.50 	0.80 

0.00 G 975 96 	47 17 	10 

21.7 21.9 	21.3 17.6 	10.0 

0.25 G 1167 115 	56 21 	13 
25.6 25.2 	23.2 19.0 	23.1 

0.50 G 1485 147 	72 28 	17 
31.6 31.3 	29.2 28.6 	23.5 

0.75 G 2156 214 	106 41 	25 
42.3 41.6 	40 	6 39.0 	36.0 

1.00 G 5553 554 	276 109 	68 

70.2 69.9 	69.2 67.9 	66.2 

Table 3c (initial frequency of the favourable allele is 0.8) 

Coefficlent of selection 

0.01 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.80 

0.00 G 855 84 42 16 10 
21.8 20.2 21.4 18.8 20 0 

0.25 G 1093 108 54 21 13 

27.0 25.9 25.9 23.8 23.1 

0.50 G 1522 151 75 29 18 

35 	0 34 4 33.3 31.0 27.8 

0.75 G 2559 255 127 50 31 

49 0 48 6 48.0 46.0 45.2 

1.00 G 13093 1308 653 260 162 

85.1 	84.9 	84.8 	84.2 	83.3 
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The selection differential (SD) in gene freguency for 

sib-selected males relative to that for their full-

sisters (AS = alternating system, RS = random-mating 

system), and the departure from random-mating 

proportions before selection in the AS (FAs). The 

initial freguency of the favourable allele is 0.5. The 

degree of dominance over the unfavourable allele is 0.5. 

WEA: weak selection of females (s=0.01) 

STR: strong selection of females (s=0.50) 
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